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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF
THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
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AT DARWIN

		IN THE MATTER OF the Justices Act

		AND IN THE MATTER OF 
		appeals from two decisions of Courts of Summary Jurisdiction at Alice Springs


AS28 of 1995
AS45 of 1995

	BETWEEN

		KYM STEPHEN ALBRECHT
			Appellant

	AND:

		LEONARD DAVID PRYCE
			Respondent


CORAM:	KEARNEY J

REASONS FOR DECISION

(Delivered 3 April 1996)


	The appeals
	‘Stalking’ is a new offence in terms of the criminal law of the Territory; indeed, of Australia.  It was introduced into the Criminal Code in 1994, as s189. Section 189 provides, as far as presently material: 
	“(1)	A person stalks another person if, on at least 2 separate occasions -

		 (a)	the person -

			...

			(iv)	keeps the other person under surveillance; 

			... 

		 and

		 (b)	the person intends to cause -

		...

		apprehension or fear.”

Subpar 189(2)(a) provides that a stalker is guilty of an offence and is liable to imprisonment for 2 years.  Subpar 189(2)(b) provides for a maximum of 5 years imprisonment, if the stalking occurs in certain aggravating circumstances including stalking which contravenes a condition of bail.  

		These are two appeals from convictions by two differently constituted Courts of Summary Jurisdiction at Alice Springs for two separate stalking offences on different occasions involving different victims, and from the sentences imposed.  In each case the respondent was the complainant and the appellant the defendant.  By consent, the two appeals were heard and argued together.  On 25 March I dismissed the appeals against the convictions, allowed the appeals against the sentences, and re-sentenced in each case.  These are the reasons for those decisions.  I deal with the appeals in turn.

		(1)  Appeal No. 28 of 1995
		 (a)  The charge and its outcome
		The appellant appeared before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Alice Springs (Mr Gillies SM) over 3 days, 3-5 May 1995, on two charges arising from the same set of facts: first, that on 18 December 1994 at Alice Springs he stalked Louise-Yvette Lane, contrary to s189 of the Criminal Code; second, that on that day he unreasonably caused substantial annoyance to her, contrary to s47(3) of the Summary Offences Act.  
		At the conclusion of the respondent’s case his Worship required him to elect the charge on which he intended to proceed. He elected to proceed on the charge of stalking; his Worship then dismissed the ‘substantial annoyance’ charge.  
		His Worship ultimately found the stalking charge proved.  He convicted on 5 May but postponed sentencing in order that the appellant could be psychiatrically assessed.  He sentenced the appellant on 8 June 1995 to imprisonment for 3 months with hard labour.

		(b)  His Worship’s reasons for decision, and 
			sentencing remarks
		On 5 May his Worship stated his reasons for convicting the appellant; as far as material, they are as follows (transcript pp247-250):
“I find as a fact that some time in the afternoon of 18 December 1994, at approximately 5 pm ... the defendant drove past the residence of Yvette Lane in an ... early 1970s model Holden station wagon which was light greenish or light greenish-yellow in colour.

He drove slowly past.  He was wearing sunglasses.  He leant forward into the steering wheel and looked in the direction of Mrs Lane’s house.  He was driving from right to left - that perspective being to a person in the yard or, as in Mrs Lane’s case, on the back patio of her residence.  So he drove - as she was looking out to the street - from her right to her left.  Mrs Lane, having observed the defendant, told her husband something.  Her husband came outside and I heard his evidence that he made an observation of a station wagon, with a man wearing sunglasses and a beard who drove by, from left to right, shortly afterwards.”


On appeal, the appellant attacked this evidence by Mr Lane, on the basis that he had evidence that Mr Lane had not arrived home from work at that time, evidence which he had not been allowed to call; I deal with that later.  I am satisfied that there is no foundation in the evidence to support the suggestion that Mr Lane was not at home at the time.  The evidence before his Worship was that Mr Lane was there (transcript pp15, 17, 160). He “sometimes” went out of town to work, but not “frequently” (transcript p36); I note that the appellant mis-stated these answers later (transcript p91).  His Worship continued:
“Mrs Lane went inside and she [also] saw the defendant drive past in the same vehicle again, from left to right.  He drove past slowly; his speed was approximately 25 kilometres per hour.  The defendant was looking in the direction of her house and Mrs Lane could tell this because his head was turned in the direction of her house.  I cannot find the precise time as to when the defendant drove past her house on the second occasion, except to say that it was a few minutes after he drove past the first time.”

The appellant attacked this finding on the basis that Mrs Lane’s evidence was “very weak and not conclusive or decisive”.  He had cross-examined her at length, but claimed that that cross-examination had been wrongly cut short; I deal with that later.  He submitted that Mrs Lane was “somewhat evasive and wasn’t giving any conclusive answers”, and should have been more precise as to times.  I have examined the transcript of evidence; there is no substance in this submission; the weight to be given to Mrs Lane’s evidence was very much a matter for the Magistrate’s assessment of her credibility.  His Worship continued:
“Some time after 7pm ... Mrs Lane and her husband went for a drive from her residence.
Her husband drove the motor vehicle.  As her husband ... reversed out onto the street, the defendant in ... the motor vehicle that he was driving, the early 1970s model Holden station wagon, light greenish in colour or light greenish-yellow in colour, drove up behind Mr Lane.”  

The appellant attacked this finding on the basis that the evidence was “very weak”, and that Mr Lane did not “actually mention the number plate” on the vehicle behind, something he should have seen “quite clearly”.  Further, the appellant said that the car he drives is not of the colour described; there was no evidence before his Worship as to the last point.  The weight to be given to the evidence on the other points was very much a matter for the Magistrate’s assessment of witness credibility.  His Worship continued:
“Yvette Lane’s husband drove slowly with a view to ascertaining if the defendant was following the vehicle that Mr Lane was driving.  The defendant stayed behind that vehicle.  That vehicle [that is, Mr Lane’s vehicle] took the following course: turned left into Spicer Crescent, then left into Lovegrove Drive and then right into Larapinta Drive and drove along Larapinta Drive, eventually turning right at Diarama Village.

Mr Lane, as I said, drove slowly, more so along Clarke Street, Spicer Crescent and Lovegrove Drive - Clarke Street being the street in which Mr and Mrs Lane have their residence - before getting onto Larapinta Drive.”

The appellant attacked this finding on the basis mentioned earlier that he had “good grounds” for saying that Mr Lane “wasn’t even home then”, but he had been stopped before he could raise that in his cross-examination of Mr Lane; I deal later with the latter point.  The uncontradicted evidence from both Mr and Mrs Lane was that Mr Lane was not at work on Sunday 18 December 1994; see transcript pp94, 160. The appellant also suggested that any vehicle behind Mr Lane’s vehicle might simply have found it difficult to overtake in the streets named, so the fact that it stayed behind did not mean it was “actually following” the Lanes’ vehicle.  There was no evidence of any difficulty in overtaking, a suggestion which was not put to the Magistrate; whether the “following” was deliberate is a matter for judgment in all the circumstances.  His Worship continued:  
“Mrs Lane could see the defendant in the vehicle, while it was following the vehicle in which she was a passenger.  She could see him through a mirror which was on the sun visor in her vehicle, that she pulled down.  She saw him a couple of car lengths away and she also had a further look at the defendant when he drove past on her left as the vehicle in which she was a passenger was turning right into the Diarama Village.”

The appellant attacked this finding on the basis that neither Mr nor Mrs Lane had looked back, and Mrs Lane had only looked in a mirror.  He referred to the difficulty of making an identification in those circumstances, in light of the evidence.  His Worship continued:
“Mrs Lane and her husband returned home.  Mrs Lane telephoned the police and while she was on the telephone to police, she saw the defendant again drive past her residence ... looking in the direction of her residence.”

The appellant attacked this finding on the basis that Mrs Lane’s evidence was “too self-serving”, and ”very weak”; she was not likely to “have a clear view”.  These were matters largely for the Magistrate’s assessment of the evidence and Mrs Lane’s credibility.  His Worship continued:
“Now, in this case I have no reason not [sic] to disbelieve Mrs Lane.  Normally in identification cases, there is plenty of reason not to accept the identification evidence as given in court.  This is because evidence of identity is notoriously suspect and a magistrate has to warn himself when he hears identification evidence, that it is notoriously suspect and he has to treat it with great suspicion or great care.  And the reason is, that people are often wrong.

They often are wrong when they purport to identify a person on a later occasion as the person whom they saw committing a criminal act or doing something wrong on a previous occasion.  And this generally - but not always - ... occurs where the person who purports to identify the wrongdoer is not previously known to the witness.  It is generally the case where identification is made on the basis of an observation that occurs only over a short period of time, generally a few seconds.  And if the observation is of a person over a few seconds and of a person not previously known to the defendant, the identification is suspect.”

I note that his Worship was here rightly warning himself of the well-known deficiencies in evidence of identification; see Cross on Evidence (3rd Aust. ed.,) pars1355-1400.  His Worship continued:
“However, this case is different and it is markedly different.  Mrs Lane knows the defendant.  She knows the defendant through her employment as an Alice Springs Court orderly/monitor.  She has seen - she thinks - she is not sure - ... the defendant since early 1994.  She has signed him up on bail - she thinks, as she is not sure, three or four times.  That process ... involves an explanation - for example a reminder that he has to come to court on the day - and she has spoken to him.  She also recalls - but she cannot remember the exact details - that when she calls the court list ... she has ascertained of him, for example, if he was represented, or if he was seeing a solicitor.

So Mrs Lane, first of all, has previous knowledge of the defendant.  But there is another important reason why Mrs Lane’s identification of the defendant in this case is good.  That is that she has a reason to identify him - a special reason - because she has noticed Mr Albrecht has stared at her at court, and she has noticed that when she looks at him, he looks away.  She also has a special reason, because she has observed Mr Albrecht in K-Mart watching her over the shelving at K-Mart.”

The appellant attacked Mrs Lane’s evidence on this point as “not true at all”.  I note that her evidence at transcript p134 was:
“... I deal with people every day here at court.  You tend to get to know what we would call the regulars and I recognised you straight away because I had seen you enough at court - often enough at court, and I recognised you.”

  
He said she had been “vindictive” to him in his Court proceedings, and would “sneer and ... do that sort of derogatory thing.”  He said that other people had observed this behaviour of Mrs Lane’s, which he described as “very strange in a way”.  I note that he had put these matters to Mrs Lane in cross-examination, describing her “condescending bitter snigger”, and she had denied them; see transcript pp78-9.  I also note that at transcript p82 he alleged that she had “given me misinformation, misled me, has had a derisory contempt, okay, on the whole nature of matters”; she denied this, saying she had “never, ever, been on my own with him”.   He said he had not seen Mrs Lane in K-Mart, and could not look over the shelves there; there was no evidence of that.  He said she had “more than animosity” towards him, and had displayed “derision” towards him. I find nothing in the evidence to support these attacks.  His Worship proceeded to express his conclusions:
“This is a case where I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant in court, Mr Albrecht, is the person who drove by on three occasions, those occasions observed by Mrs Lane, and also followed Mrs Lane and her husband.  

... when I say ‘drove by’, drove by her residence.  Now, with the exception of the incident when Mr Albrecht followed Mrs Lane when she was a passenger in the motor vehicle driven by her husband, she had only a limited opportunity, that opportunity being in the order of a few seconds as he drove by - as the car swept by her residence - to observe the defendant.  But I am satisfied that that limited observation time was sufficient, because of her special knowledge of the defendant.

I have to say that Mrs Lane as a witness suffered some infirmities.  She was prepared to sign a statement ... on 18 December 1994 which gives the impression that she saw the defendant drive past at five past 8.  She of course didn’t see the defendant drive past then.  But her statement gives that impression.  And she said that Acting Sergeant Christopher took her statement on the first occasion - which of course is not true.  However, these infirmities are not so great that I do not believe her on the issue of identification.  She was upset and she was stressed at the time she made her statement.  It is obvious that her upset and her distress has affected her ability to recall, on peripheral issues.”

The appellant said he “just can’t accept” this conclusion as to Mrs Lane’s credibility on the identification issue; that Mrs Lane was not “upset” or in “distress”, but was “quite smug about it”.  He argued that Mrs Lane’s error as to time - that she saw the defendant drive past at “five past 8” - infected the quality of her identification of him.  He said that the Magistrate was not being consistent, and had justified his reasoning by reference to Mrs Lane’s being “upset” and in “distress”, matters as to which there was no evidence. There was in fact considerable evidence from Mrs Lane on the point.  She says she was “pretty upset” from early on (transcript pp16, 56); that in the car she “panicked” (transcript p18); in cross-examination by the appellant she agreed that she had said in her statement that she was “very apprehensive ... very worried ... very scared ... very fearful” (transcript p56); she was “angry, upset, annoyed” (transcript p57); and when she was telephoning the Police she was “too upset” (transcript p102) and “pretty upset” (transcript p105).  She described herself at transcript p111 as “upset” and “distraught”.  It can be seen that there was ample evidence of Mrs Lane being upset and distressed.  The appellant said that “every little possible thing you [that is, his Worship] can see to put to [support] her case you put it”, and, correlatively, the things “in the opposing case” will “just be totally not given weight”.  I comment that there was no “opposing case” in the sense that the appellant never went into evidence (a matter to be dealt with later), while his cross-examination of the prosecution witnesses was largely misdirected and irrelevant, and failed to dent their credibility.  He asserted that Mrs Lane could not have seen at that time what she said she saw - her account was “incredible”.  I consider that her credibility was very much a matter for the Magistrate, who saw her undergo a lengthy and gruelling cross-examination; that attack lacks substance.  His Worship continued:
“Her identification is corroborated by her husband in this sense - I pause to say that had her husband been the only witness as to identity in this case I probably would not have been satisfied beyond reasonable [doubt] that he [had correctly] identified the defendant as the driver of the motor vehicle.  This is because the defendant was not previously known to Mr Lane, [and] because Mr Lane really only had a fleeting chance to observe [the driver].  However, Mr Lane’s evidence here is important because he identifies the vehicle that was driven past.  He saw the vehicle after he went outside when Mrs Lane spoke to him, after Mrs Lane had observed the defendant drive by on the first occasion.  He saw a vehicle of a similar description, a Holden station wagon, yellowish-green in colour; he saw a driver, [a] black-haired, bearded man wearing sunglasses.

He confirms the description of the driver and the make of the motor vehicle that follows his motor vehicle.  His evidence - a similar description of the car, and the distinct similar description of the driver - adds weight to Mrs Lane’s evidence.”

The appellant attacked this use of Mr Lane’s evidence as corroborative of Mrs Lane, on the basis it was “not really conclusive”, and Mr Lane should have been able to see the registration number of the vehicle following him “and yet he chose not to do so”.  There is no substance in this attack.  I note that the appellant managed to elicit in cross-examination that Mr Lane had formerly  owned a 1974 Holden station wagon; see transcript p203.  His Worship continued:
“However, I state that I feel really that Mrs Lane’s evidence is sufficient to identify the defendant.  I am satisfied that the three actions of the defendant, witnessed by Mrs Lane, of him driving by, constitute surveillance of Mrs Lane by the defendant.  He looked in the direction of her house; he drove by slowly; he knew Mrs Lane because he had seen her at court and at K-Mart.  He had been observed by Mrs Lane [to] stare at her.

He had a special reason to drive by, because he had an interest in Mrs Lane.”
(emphasis added)


The appellant attacked this finding “absolutely”; there was “no evidence of that at all”, and there was “evidence to oppose that”.  This was very much a matter of his Worship’s assessment of the significance of the uncontradicted evidence; I consider it was open to him to draw that conclusion.  There was no evidence before the Magistrate “to oppose that” conclusion.  The attack cannot be sustained.  His Worship continued:
“His acts in driving by constitute acts of keeping her under surveillance, because he wanted to ascertain if she was home or if he could see her.  The act of following a motor vehicle in which Mrs Lane was a passenger speaks for itself. ...  The coincidence is just too great that he happened to be on the tail of Mrs Lane’s motor vehicle as it left her residence.”

The appellant attacked these findings on the basis there was “nothing to support that at all”.  It was “totally fiction” or “non-existent” to suggest he was following Mrs Lane’s vehicle, and the Lanes’ evidence to that effect was designed “to embellish” things.  He said his proposition was “self-evident”.  I consider the assessment of the uncontradicted evidence was very much a matter for the Magistrate, and the conclusion he drew was open to him to draw.  The attack cannot be sustained.  His Worship then moved to the mental element of the offence, viz:
“The mental element here [in s189(1)(b)(ii) of the Criminal Code] is easy to establish.  It is clear by the defendant’s actions, for his actions speak for themselves, that he intended to cause fear; that is, a painful feeling of impending danger or trouble to Mrs Lane.  He knew Mrs Lane.  He looked at her at court; he looked at her at K-Mart; he had an interest in her.  By driving by her house, by following her, then by driving by again, he wanted to worry her, scare her or intimidate her.  He wanted her to have him on her mind.  This is clear - and I can draw this inference from the facts - because he drove by more than once, and because he followed the vehicle.  He was watching her or watching out for her and the only reason was that he wanted to worry her or create in her a painful feeling of danger or trouble.  He would not have done that - or wouldn’t have done what he did - if he did not wish to create in her a painful feeling of danger or trouble.  In other words, the facts speak for themselves.”

The appellant attacked this conclusion as unwarranted, the inference as to intent not being one which could be “clearly” drawn.  I consider it was open to his Worship on the facts he had earlier found to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt as to the necessary mental element, by way of inference from those facts.  His Worship concluded:
“What all that means, Mr Albrecht, is that I have found you guilty of the charge of unlawful stalking.”

		Nearly 5 weeks later on 8 June his Worship remarked when sentencing the appellant (transcript pp237-8):
“In this matter I am of the view the defendant is not entitled to much leniency.  He is not entitled to much leniency because he pleaded ‘not guilty’ to the charge and he is not entitled to that leniency that a person who pleaded ‘guilty’ to a charge, gets.”

I comment that it is orthodox sentencing practice that a person who pleads ‘guilty’ usually receives some discount in his sentence - a measure of ‘leniency’, in his Worship’s words - on the basis that his plea shows his remorse.  Here his Worship was pointing out that the appellant did not qualify for any such discount, since he had not pleaded guilty.  He continued:
“There is an added dimension to the fact that the defendant pleaded ‘not guilty’, and the fact that the defendant is not entitled to leniency because he pleaded ‘not guilty’; and that is that his conduct at the hearing involved, what I would call “filibustering”.  When he was asked to plead, for example, he didn’t plead, he wanted to put points to me.  During the conduct of the hearing he wanted to digress and not deal with the issue at hand.

The victim was questioned unnecessarily at great length and the defendant intimated that he might want to call witnesses, police witnesses, that would appear to me on the information that I have been able to glean from this case, would have nothing to do with the case.  I consider that when I impose sentence on the defendant, I can take into account his filibustering approach, and the last case [sic] I will consider it as entitling me to impose a sentence larger than would be imposed in the hypothetical situation of a person who is not engaged in filibustering tactics.” (emphasis added)

It was common ground before me on appeal that the passage emphasised discloses an erroneous approach to sentencing; the respondent’s concession to that effect was rightly made - see Cho Hung Yam (1991) 55 A Crim R 116 (CCA, Vic).  The Court there said at p117 of a similar approach: “beyond question ... it vitiated any sentence produced as a result of that process”, because it involved placing weight on “a totally irrelevant factor.”  See also the authorities cited in support at p117.  His Worship continued:
“The offence is not at the top of the range.  It does not for example, involve a person who has had a previous court warning for stalking.  It does not involve the use, for example, of sophisticated surveillance equipment.  It does not, for example, involve a trespass and the stalking was not accompanied by threats.  So it is not at the top of the range.  But it is not a minor offence either.  It is not a minor offence because you have to consider the nature of the offence itself.  It is an offence that has as an essential element, the causing of fear or apprehension”.  (emphasis added) 


It might be thought that the reference to the “essential element” of the offence is not accurate.  Unless a charge of stalking founds on s189(1)(a)(v) of the Criminal Code, the fact that the person stalked was thereby put in fear or apprehension is irrelevant to making out the charge. The “essential [mental] element” in the offence of stalking is the stalker’s intent - either to cause harm, or to cause apprehension or fear. Whether harm, or apprehension or fear, is actually caused, is irrelevant to establishing the offence.  However, his Worship was well aware of this; indeed, he had stressed to the prosecutor that it was “irrelevant” (transcript p25), and that it was a stalker’s intention that was all-important (transcript p25-8).  However, the fact that a victim of stalking is actually put in fear is not irrelevant to sentencing (a point his Worship made at transcript p28), and this is clearly what he had in mind in this passage directed to sentencing.  The “offence itself” he referred to, was this particular incident of stalking by the appellant, which had made Mrs Lane “very fearful”.  His Worship continued:
“That involves a desire on the part of the defendant to empower, to show that he is the stronger person and that the victim is weaker.  That desire in this case continued on in the hearing, with the asking of irrelevant questions and the asking of, for example, questions about the husband’s employment and hours of work which have nothing to do with the case.  To my mind, the defendant has wrongfully intruded into the victim’s life, and continued with that wrongful intrusion in [his] conduct of the hearing.  And it would appear to me that, sadly, criminal proceedings associated with stalking have the potential or the capacity to further interfere with the victim’s life, beyond the initial act of stalking.

In this case I am of the view a gaol term has to be imposed.  It has to be imposed because general deterrence requires [that it] be imposed.  There has to be a warning to show other like-minded members of the community they mustn’t stalk.  There has to be a gaol term imposed to show the defendant himself, specific deterrence, that he must not stalk again.  The question then arises, do I suspend the gaol term?  Do I give the defendant one last chance to stay out of gaol?  I am of the view I should not.  He has shown by his conduct on the hearing that he is not contrite.  His behaviour, his stalling behaviour, his conduct at the hearings shows that he views interfering in the life of the victim as something that is pleasing to him.

He views it as a badge of honour and I am of the view that a gaol term has to be imposed to dislodge that feeling from him.  A gaol term also has to be imposed and served, to encourage other like-minded people not to do what the defendant has done.  In other words, the matter is too serious not [sic] to suspend a gaol term.  The defendant is sentenced to imprisonment for 3 months with hard labour.”


		(c)	The appeal against conviction
		The appellant appeals against his conviction of 5 May on 3 grounds:
	“1.	That the learned magistrate erred in law in finding the charge proved against the defendant.

	2.	That the learned magistrate erred in law by refusing the defendant an adjournment when the defendant advised the learned magistrate that he was too ill to proceed with the hearing.

	3.	That the learned magistrate erred in law by prohibiting the defendant from continuing his cross-examination of certain of the prosecution witnesses.”

In setting out his Worship’s reasons for decision, I have already traversed specific attacks thereon by the appellant; see pp4-14.  I now deal with the 3 grounds of appeal, seriatim; the appellant’s submissions - he appeared in person on appeal as well as at both summary hearings - were not closely directed to or focused upon the grounds of appeal.

 	Ground 1 (p18)
	The appellant appeared to attack his Worship’s finding that the charge was proved, on the basis that:
	(i)	on the whole of the evidence his Worship could not have been satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of the surveillance alleged by the respondent;
	(ii)	the appellant was denied an adequate opportunity to present his defence and to call witnesses in his defence; and
	(iii)there was no evidence, or alternatively insufficient evidence, to support the finding that the mental element of the offence set out in Code s189(1)(b)(ii), was established beyond reasonable doubt.

	The first of these 3 attacks ((i) above) was based on the contention that the evidence of Mrs Lane was unreliable.  As noted earlier, the appellant submitted that -
	“the evidence that [Mrs Lane] gave [was] very weak and was not conclusive or decisive.”

In support, he appeared to rely on 3 submissions: first, that Mrs Lane was “evasive” when cross-examined; second, that she could not possibly have observed the appellant driving past her house,  as she had testified she had; and third, that she was involved in a “vindictive conspiracy” against the appellant.
	  As to the first of these submissions, I have carefully read the 265-page transcript of the proceedings before Mr Gillies SM on 3-5 May and 8 June 1995, and can find no instance where it can fairly be said that Mrs Lane was evasive in her answers; occasionally she was clearly unable to respond to certain questions put by the appellant in cross-examination, but that is understandable as the purport of some of those questions was not readily decipherable. There are few “I don’t remember” answers in her testimony.
		As to the second submission, I consider that it was open to his Worship to give the weight he gave to the uncontradicted evidence of Mrs Lane that she saw the appellant drive past her house.  The appellant cross-examined her at length, effectively over some 60 pages of transcript in all.  Although he cross-examined her at some length as to the layout of her house and its surroundings and as to lines of sight, at no time did he put to her directly that she could not have seen him driving past.
		As to the third submission, Mrs Lane’s alleged participation in a “vindictive conspiracy” against the appellant, there was not the slightest evidence to support the appellant’s suggestions to that effect in cross-examination, directly at transcript pp83, 86 and 196, and obliquely at transcript pp62-64, 67-76, 89, 90, 125-6, 155-159, 199-201 and 205-214. To the contrary, it was open from the evidence to conclude that she carried out the normal duties of a court officer; that she was put in fear on 18 December by the appellant through actions he intended to achieve that end, and, rightly, she promptly reported the incident to the Police.  What followed from that report was the ordinary process of enforcing the law against a suspected offender.
		Any weaknesses in the quality of Mrs Lane’s evidence were matters which his Worship was in the best position to assess.  He  had the benefit of observing her in the witness box for many hours; she was there for the time occupied by some 122 pages of transcript (though the appellant’s effective cross-examination of her was only about one-half of that).  In the end, his Worship noted some “infirmities” in Mrs Lane’s evidence (p10) but nevertheless found her to be truthful and reliable on essential matters.  The appeal is a full appeal on both facts and law, but an appellate court cannot lightly interfere with such an assessment by a Magistrate who had the benefit of seeing and hearing the witness at length; see Devries v Australian National Railways Commission (1993) 112 ALR 641.  In this case I see no reason to do so.
		The second attack ((ii) on p19) founded on an alleged fundamental breach of natural justice: that the appellant was denied an opportunity to present his defence, by testifying in his defence, and calling witnesses.  The context was as follows.  On 5 May, the appellant sought an adjournment of the hearing on the basis that he was “unable to continue” at that time.  I note that this was a fairly constant occurrence throughout both summary hearings and his appeals; I deal later specifically with Ground 2 (p18).  For this reason, he declined the opportunity to further cross-examine Mr Lane.  Sergeant Christopher then testified briefly; the appellant also declined the opportunity to cross-examine him, because he was “unable to continue” at that time.  The prosecutor then closed his case.  His Worship held there was a case to answer.  The appellant was then given an opportunity to present his defence and to call witnesses. That appears at transcript pp238-240, which I now set out; the extract also illustrates another characteristic of the appellant’s approach to the case - his continuing inability, or unwillingness, to address the essential issues to which he was directed, and his refusal to abide by his Worship’s rulings in that regard, viz:
“HIS WORSHIP:  I am satisfied there is a case to answer on the charge of unlawful stalking.  The prosecution elect … not to proceed on the charge of ‘unreasonably cause annoyance’.  That charge is dismissed.  We have now reached the stage, Mr Albrecht, do you wish to give any evidence or do you wish to call any witnesses in this matter?

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to say first - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  No, do you wish to give any evidence or do you wish to call any witnesses? ...

In manner typical of the appellant throughout both summary hearings and the appeals, he ignored the Magistrate’s enquiry, and single-mindedly pursued his own agenda, viz:
“THE DEFENDANT:  Given the nature of that conversation with [Sergeant] Christopher and on the submission before, all I was informed of was there was a charge of annoyance.  I wish to know why he didn’t tell me then, there was also one of stalking.”


This was 5 May and he had been charged with both offences on 1 February, over 3 months before.  The Magistrate had already had a good deal of meaningless side-tracking of this type and attempts by the appellant to control the progress of the proceedings.  He  tried firmly to have the appellant address the issue he had formulated, viz:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Now, you haven’t answered my question.  I presume that you do not wish to give evidence and I presume that you do not wish to call any witnesses on your behalf?”

The appellant persisted in his approach of wishing to further cross-examine prosecution witnesses, while also answering his Worship’s question, viz:
“THE DEFENDANT;  I wish to finish the other questions, on those other prosecutions.  I may also have some of my own case but I’m unable to, today.”


The Magistrate again tried to make him address the issue then before the Court, viz:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  I take it that you do not wish to present a case?  Do not wish to give evidence?”


The appellant, who clearly has good intellectual capacity, responded:
“THE DEFENDANT:  That is incorrect.”


The Magistrate followed this up with a demand:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Well, do so now, please.”


The appellant maintained his original position, rejecting this firmly:
“THE DEFENDANT:  I have told you I cannot, and I am not able to.”

As noted earlier, a marked and continual reluctance on the appellant’s part to continue with the hearing of the  proceedings, and the proffering of this type of excuse, amongst others, to seek to have the proceedings adjourned, occurred constantly throughout the hearings before Mr Gillies SM and Mr Wallace SM, and on the subsequent hearing of the appeals.  His Worship clearly did not believe that the appellant was unable to continue; he refused to entertain such behaviour any longer, and ruled on the matter, viz:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, well, short of a medical certificate as to the state of your health, I pay no attention to what you say.  Very well.  I asked the defendant if he wishes to give evidence or call witnesses.  He prevaricates.  I take it that he does not wish to or intend to present a case.”


The appellant persisted in seeking to control the conduct of the proceedings, viz:
“THE DEFENDANT:  I probably most certainly wish to do, but I am unable to, at present.”


As far as his Worship was concerned, the question whether the defendant wished to go into evidence was now no longer alive; he had afforded the appellant the opportunity to present his case, an opportunity of which he had not availed himself, on the basis of a wholly specious excuse.  His Worship moved on to the next step.  He enquired whether the appellant wished to address on the evidence as it stood, viz:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, I hear what you are saying, Mr Albrecht, but I have required you to [present your case now]; and I pay no attention to your claims that you are in ill health.  Now, do you wish to make any submissions as to whether or not you - the charge should be proved beyond reasonable doubt against you?”


Their dialogue continued, with the appellant clearly failing to understand that the question of his going into evidence was no longer alive, as far as his Worship was concerned, viz:
“THE DEFENDANT:  I don’t see how the charge should have been brought in the first place.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  Any other submissions?

THE DEFENDANT:  I’m not sure if I follow what you mean.

HIS WORSHIP:  Do you wish to say anything else as to whether or not the charge should be [held to be] proved beyond reasonable doubt against you?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, that would be giving evidence then, wouldn’t it?

HIS WORSHIP:  No, submissions based on the evidence that I have heard.

THE DEFENDANT:  The evidence is incomplete.

HIS WORSHIP:  All I can do is judge it on the basis of the evidence before me.  Very well.  [To the Prosecutor] I do not believe that you are in a position to make submissions.  Is that the case?

THE PROSECUTOR:  Sorry, Your Worship?

HIS WORSHIP:  Are you in a position where you can make submissions?  I do not believe you are but I will just check the Criminal Code.  No, it doesn’t cover this situation.  I don’t require you to give any submissions.  Very well.  What I have to do now, is a part-heard sentence [in another case].  I will stand this matter down and resume at, I don’t know, say at 10 past 10 because that will give me a short amount of time to just consider my notes.  So the matter is stood down and you are bailed to appear at 10 past 10, Mr Albrecht.  You have to come back at 10 past 10.

THE DEFENDANT:  What for?

HIS WORSHIP:  For decision as to whether or not I find you guilty beyond reasonable doubt.  Very well.”

Thus, fairly abruptly, the evidentiary part of the proceedings and the submissions came to a close. I consider that on the face of it the appellant was clearly and expressly given an adequate opportunity to present his defence and to call witnesses.  He declined to avail himself of it, on the basis that he needed an adjournment, because at the time he was “unable to continue”, for health reasons.  It can be seen that the question whether the appellant was denied natural justice in not being afforded an opportunity to present his case, really depends on whether or not the Magistrate was wrong in refusing to grant the adjournment he sought before requiring him to do so.  I deal with that later in discussing Ground 2 on p18; see p28.
		The third line of attack upon this conviction ((iii) at p19) was that the evidence to establish the mental element of the offence was lacking.  As defined, stalking is a crime of specific intent; see Code s189(1)(b) at p2. That the appellant subjectively intended to cause Mrs Lane apprehension or fear on the occasions he kept her under surveillance, had to be established beyond reasonable doubt before he could be convicted of stalking. His Worship found that the appellant had such an intention, inferring it from the facts he found established; see p14.
		Where an essential element of an offence can only be proved by inference from other facts, as is the case when the element is a subjective intent, it is established beyond reasonable doubt only where no other inference can reasonably be drawn from those facts.  Whether any other inference is reasonably open,  is itself a question of fact.  In the circumstances of this case whether the appellant had the necessary subjective intent to cause fear in Mrs Lane when he was surveilling her on 18 December, had to be inferred from the matters which the Court had found established beyond reasonable doubt: the factual setting in which the surveillance took place; the facts relating to the previous contacts between Mrs Lane and the appellant; his attitude towards the appellant, as disclosed by his cross-examination; and the Court’s assessment of the appellant, aided by its advantage in observing how he went about the conduct of his case.  As to the last-mentioned factor, his Worship was uniquely well-placed.  In the circumstances I consider that it cannot be said that his Worship was wrong in concluding beyond reasonable doubt that when the appellant surveilled Mrs Lane on 18 December 1994 he did so intending to cause her fear. 

	Ground 2 (p18)
	The appellant contends that the Magistrate wrongly refused him an adjournment when he informed his Worship that he was too ill to proceed.  In essence the contention is that he was denied natural justice because the refusal hampered him in his conduct of the case.  I have already noted (p27) how ground (ii) on p19 really turns on establishing this ground.  As the appellant was unrepresented, it is desirable to consider the question of refusal of adjournments on grounds of illness, more generally.
	When the appellant first appeared before his Worship on 3 May, I consider that he was not unfamiliar with Court procedure; he had already appeared before Mr Wallace SM on the other stalking charge involving Ms McGinnis over 5 days in February and March, extending to 327 pages of transcript.  He informed Mr Gillies SM that “I haven’t been well the last few weeks” (transcript, p2).  When the Magistrate asked him to take his sunglasses off he explained that he had to wear them because he had “some sort of headaches and it [not wearing the sunglasses] does cause them to become worse” (transcript, p4). He sought a written statement of the prosecution case against him with a list of all witnesses and a copy of their statements (transcript, p6). The Magistrate told him his rights, including that “whether or not you give evidence is a matter for yourself (transcript, p6). The appellant asked that Mrs Lane be stood down from her position as court orderly, “while this matter is going on” (transcript, p7).  The Magistrate explained to the appellant how the hearing would proceed, including his right to cross-examine witnesses (transcript p7).  The appellant claimed he had requested copies of witness statements, and been denied them; the prosecutor denied that (transcript, p8).  The appellant then directly challenged the Magistrate’s authority to control the proceedings, at transcript pp9-10 viz:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Okay, right.  What I propose to do now is have you charged, Mr Albrecht.  Will you please stand?

THE DEFENDANT:   Before you proceed, there are some other points - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  What I propose to do now is have you charged.  Will you please stand.

THE DEFENDANT:  I would like to, and I have a right to mention these points first - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Will you please stand so that I can have you charged?

THE DEFENDANT:  - - - because I think that you should be aware of them.

HIS WORSHIP:  Stand now, please, sir.

THE DEFENDANT:  I believe I want to put these points first.

HIS WORSHIP:  I wish to have you charged.  Would you please stand?

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to put these matters first.

HIS WORSHIP:  I wish to have you charged.   Will you please stand?

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to put some matters to you first.

HIS WORSHIP:  I wish to have you charged, sir.  Will you please stand?

THE DEFENDANT:  I would ask that Leonard Pryce be excused from the court while I put these matters to you.

HIS WORSHIP:  I cannot do that.  He is the prosecutor.  He is entitled to be here.

THE DEFENDANT:  Because these matters have a bearing on this matter, but they’re not concerned with this matter.

HIS WORSHIP:  Would you please stand?  Will you please stand?

THE DEFENDANT:  I have a right to put these matters to you.  I have been advised of that and I will hold that right.

HIS WORSHIP:  Will you please stand? Very well, you can remain seated then.  Charge him, please, while he remains seated.

THE PROSECUTOR:  Kym Stephen Albrecht, you stand charged that on 18 December 1994 at Alice Springs in the Northern Territory of Australia you did stalk Yvette Lane.  Do you wish me to ask him as to how he pleads, Your Worship?

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, of course I do.  I have asked you to have him charged - to charge him, please.

THE PROSECUTOR:  To that charge, how do you plead?  Guilty or not guilty?

THE DEFENDANT:  I said I wish to put those other matters to you.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well, I enter a plea of not guilty on behalf of the defendant to charge 1.”

The prosecutor then called Mrs Lane.  She gave her evidence in chief at transcript pp12-28.  The appellant objected to parts of her evidence from time to time.  At transcript pp14-15 he had one David Llewellyn excluded from the courtroom, on the basis that “I probably intend to call him as a witness”.  At p17 there was the following exchange:
“THE DEFENDANT:  Well, what do you do about false and malicious prosecution and persecution?

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, you take action and you sue people and you get rewards for damages, that is what you do.

THE DEFENDANT: Seeing how the court works, that’s a real good chance, isn’t it?”
 

	When the Magistrate asked the appellant (transcript, p28) if he wanted to cross-examine, he asked for “a break”, saying “I’m afraid I haven’t been well”. The Court adjourned for about 15 minutes.  The appellant indicated at transcript p29 that he did not know “if I’m actually up to” cross-examining Mrs Lane, but shortly afterwards commenced on the basis that “I just see how I go then”.  Mrs Lane remained under cross-examination the rest of that day, until transcript p142.
	Mrs Lane said she had made a statement to the Police; the appellant asked for a copy.  The prosecutor was reluctant to produce it; in fact there were 2 statements, one of 18 December 1994, the other of 12 February 1995.  The Magistrate gave the appellant time to read them.
	His Worship gave the appellant pretty free rein in his questioning, “to save time” (transcript, p33).  The appellant was persistent in pursuing the irrelevant; for example, transcript p34:
“MR ALBRECHT:  So how many years total have you lived in Alice Springs?---About 10.

And how many times have you been away?

HIS WORSHIP:  Now, this isn’t relevant.  Come on, let’s move on please.”


On the first day of the hearing, 3 May, the appellant unsuccessfully sought a longer lunch break, on the basis (transcript, p64):
“MR ALBRECHT:  I haven’t been too well.  I haven’t had any breakfast and if it sort of goes that way and it’s pushed, I will end up going to hospital and I won’t be able to proceed at all, and I don’t wish to do that..

HIS WORSHIP:  No, 1 hour for lunch.”


The appellant continued his cross-examination of Mrs Lane from p67.  At pp77-8 he managed to jog her memory to recall that she had encountered him at 5 different locations in Alice Springs, instead of the 3 she originally remembered.  At transcript p90 the appellant sought and was given a short break.
	Later, at transcript p95, he sought and obtained the exclusion from the courtroom of Sergeant Dredge, his Worship explaining why at transcript p100:
“… there seems to be a concern by the defendant that there is some sort of conspiracy, and possibly the police are conspiring against him in relation to this matter; and he might want to call witnesses, who are police witnesses, to give evidence.  It seems that there is some bad blood, or rather the defendant paints a picture of bad blood between himself and the police, and yet he wants to call two police officers to give evidence.

My concern here is that there is an appearance that justice might not be done if Sergeant Dredge or any police officer who is to be called remains in court because the defendant might fear that if they remain in court, having heard the evidence, in the light of that conspiracy or bad blood between the defendant and the police the police might tailor their evidence, having heard what they have heard, if and when the defendant comes to call them.  I want to get on with the hearing of this matter.”

The appellant then sought and obtained the exclusion of a police auxiliary, stating at transcript p101:
“MR ALBRECHT:  The trouble is, this constable who is now here [I] had some dealings with him.  It is not conducive to a whole lot of things and I’m not satisfied with him being here.  And secondly, due to the nature of some forthcoming things I do not want him here.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, does it matter?  Is he going to be a witness in this matter?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, given the way things are, it is a possibility too.

HIS WORSHIP:  But you are not sure?

MR ALBRECHT:  It depends on how far I have to take it.

HIS WORSHIP:  Okay.  So that there is no criticism directed by you that the police are getting their heads together - in order to avoid that criticism I have asked the policeman in court just to remain outside the court.”


The appellant then continued his cross-examination of Mrs Lane on the events of 18 December.  At 4.23pm (transcript p104) he was asked if he would be “much longer”, and replied: “Yes, there is still quite a lot of ground to cover”.  By 5pm there was “still quite a bit” (transcript p118).  
	When his Worship eventually adjourned until 9am the next day, 4 May, the appellant objected, saying he “was not able to do that”, explaining at transcript p142:
“I have already had quite a lot of court cases now and there are already other things pending and coming up and indeed this takes a lot of time away - the whole matters with that - and I just cannot afford to come to court continuously day after day, consecutively, and also to such long hours and particularly given the condition I’m in at the moment.

HIS WORSHIP:  I’m afraid you will just have to bear up.  Get a good night’s sleep tonight and be here at 9.00 in the morning.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I have do to certain things.  I have to do my own affairs at the same time and I am already behind on these things because of the nature of my health.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, this is one of your major affairs at the moment - the resolution of these charges against you.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, the fact is, besides, I have to live, right?  And that comes first, before court.

HIS WORSHIP:  The matter is adjourned to tomorrow morning at 9 o’clock, and your bail continues.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, if you’re going to - I wish to say if you continue to push that I will end up having to defer and - do you understand that?”


He persisted in this approach at transcript p144:
“MR ALBRECHT:  I wish to say I’m not able to come at 9.00, all right; and secondly, as I said, given the time and the nature I am just not able to continue that extensive - and I don’t see why you cannot stay them at least a little while.

HIS WORSHIP:  Part of the difficulty here, Mr Albrecht, is that my time is limited.  I’m only here for a specific period of time.

MR ALBRECHT:  Yeah, I appreciate that.

HIS WORSHIP:  And the difficulty is compounded by the fact that you’re not represented and that your cross-examination - your marked inability to get to the point.  Now, I have to cater - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, as I said, I am not well.  I am extremely tired - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  I have to cater for the fact that you’re not able to get to the point and the only way I can cater for that is to sit longer hours.  Simple as that.  I have to do you justice.

MR ALBRECHT:  I appreciate that, but what I would like to say - there’s still a balance, okay?  Due to what has happened to me, and my health and subsequently now, all right, I am not able to do such longer hours and if it proceeds I will end up, I guess, going - if you want I will get a medical note then saying I’m not able to continue and that defeats the purpose and I don’t wish to do that.

HIS WORSHIP:  It’s not a matter of saying what I want.  My only desire is to do my duty, which is to hear the case and make a decision one way or the other.  The matter is adjourned to tomorrow at 9 o’clock and your bail continues until that time.

MR ALBRECHT:  All I’m saying is I would ask that it not start so early and also the hours would not last as long as today.”


At transcript p145 the appellant sought unsuccessfully to have proceedings start at 10am instead of 9am; the proceedings ended for the day at transcript p145:
“MR ALBRECHT:  I wish to put that matter to you.  Will you change that, or else I will go to the - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Or what?  We won’t.”


	On the second day of the hearing, 4 May, the appellant appeared at 9.16am.  At transcript p148 the Magistrate asked for an explanation; the appellant requested that Mrs Lane first leave the court.  The exchange continued:
“HIS WORSHIP:  I’m sorry, so would you please tell me why you were not at court at 9 o’clock?

THE DEFENDANT:  I will not be subjected to the harassment what [sic, that] I have been from this woman nor should she be present in these times; they do not concern her.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mrs Lane, so that I can get on with this matter, would you leave the courtroom please?

MRS LANE:  Yes, Your Worship.

HIS WORSHIP:  Thank you for that.  Would you please tell me why you were not at court at 9 o’clock?

THE DEFENDANT:  Also given there’s things - I just wonder and question, why is there a constable present in the court here?

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, would you please tell me why you were not at court at 9 o’clock?

THE DEFENDANT;  I would ask that he also be asked to leave, okay.

HIS WORSHIP:  I’m not going to ask him to leave.  Now, the question of forfeiture of bail is reserved by me.  That is something that I have to consider, whether I should forfeit all or part of your bail due to the fact that you were not at court at 9 o’clock.  Do you have any reason why you were not at court at 9 o’clock so we could start the matter?

THE DEFENDANT:  Before we proceed on that could I ask him or you ask him to leave first.

HIS WORSHIP:  No.  No, please accept what I have said in this regard.  The constable can stay in the court.

THE DEFENDANT:  I have mentioned to you various other things that can happen.  I do believe that guy may have been present.  He has a remarkable similarity to a person I have encountered before.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry, would you please give me an answer to what I have asked you.

THE DEFENDANT:  I will do so after you have asked him to leave.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, I do not propose to do that.  I now propose to give you one last chance before I make a decision as to whether or not I should forfeit all or part of your bail.  Do you have any reason why you were late for court today?

THE DEFENDANT:  I have told you I have endeavoured to try my best to always comply with everything.  Okay, I am not, okay, not 100 percent well or healthful or whatever you want to call it.

HIS WORSHIP:  And how has your health contributed to your lateness at court - lateness to arrive at court?

THE DEFENDANT:  I don’t believe I would have been very late.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, you were not here - - -

THE DEFENDANT;  But if you are obviously experiencing various things in your health, obviously that has a detrimental effect and it throws your whole schedules out.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.  Well, how was your schedule thrown out so that you were late?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, obviously if you have various physical symptoms and different things, I mean, one does not ask them to come on at certain times or whatever, they just occur when they occur.

HIS WORSHIP:  What was the symptom or symptoms that interfered with your ability to attend - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  I do not really - I’m not obliged to give my medical history here.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  I propose to partially forfeit your bail.

THE DEFENDANT;  I rescind that then, all right.  I object to that.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I have asked you for an explanation and you are not prepared to provide me with the details.

THE DEFENDANT;  No, I am prepared to, but not in front of these people.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, I ask you - court is open, do you wish to tell me?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, given the nature of what has happened over the while, okay, I have had various complications arising from in the watch-house and combined with that, and now with this flu that’s going around, okay.  So I obviously have quite severe headaches; I have nausea, vomiting, okay.   I have fever;  I’m aching right through to the bones etcetera; all the other complications with that combined.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.  And how did all of this prevent you from being at court at 9.00 today?

THE DEFENDANT:  The mornings are the worst because you don’t feel very well and you have extremely a lot of coughing, vomiting etcetera.

HIS WORSHIP:  So are you telling me - - - 

THE DEFENDANT:  When this happens.

HIS WORSHIP: Are you telling me that you have been coughing and vomiting?

THE DEFENDANT:  I have been, yes.

HIS WORSHIP:  When did you last vomit?

THE DEFENDANT:  Just prior to arriving here.

HIS WORSHIP:  At what time?

THE DEFENDANT:  Just somewhat before 9.00, I would say.

HIS WORSHIP:  And where did this occur?

THE DEFENDANT:  At home.”


The Magistrate excused the appellant’s lateness.  He then sought unsuccessfully to have a constable leave the court, and extra time to prepare for his further cross-examination of Mrs Lane.  His Worship stopped further cross-examination of Mrs Lane at transcript p159 on the basis that the appellant persisted in dealing with irrelevant matters.
	After lunch on 4 May, the appellant turned up 10 minutes late.  He had commenced his cross-examination ofd the next witness, Mr Lane, at transcript p167.  He continued this cross-examination at transcript p220.  At transcript p222 occurred the following:
“MR ALBRECHT: … I am going to have to ask you could I have a break for - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  For what reason?

MR ALBRECHT:  I think I’m going to vomit.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry?

MR ALBRECHT:  Because I think I’m going to vomit.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  Well, we will just wait for you while you’re - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Is it okay to go now?

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.

MR ALBRECHT:  Thanks.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr (inaudible), may I trouble you to inquire after Mr Albrecht to find out how long he will be please?

MR .......:  Yes, Your Worship.

HIS WORSHIP:  Constable in the back row.  Thanks.  Yes.  Now, Mr Lane, you are still subject to your oath.  You still have to tell the truth.  Do you understand?---Yes, Your Worship.

Mr Albrecht?

MR ALBRECHT:  I actually don’t think I’m able to continue at this moment.

HIS WORSHIP:  Why is that?

MR ALBRECHT:  I just don’t feel well.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry?

MR ALBRECHT:  I do not feel well.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, if you don’t feel well, and we can’t force you to go on.  What do you say, adjourn it to tomorrow?

THE PROSECUTOR:  If Your Worship pleases.”


Mr Lane was sent away and the proceedings adjourned until 9 am on 5 May; there were some 80 pages of transcript for 4 May.
	On the morning of 5 May, there occurred the vital refusal to adjourn, when the appellant said he was “unable to continue”.  After an altercation when the appellant refused to remove his sunglasses, at transcript p228 he asked that Mr Lane, who was present for further cross-examination by the appellant, leave the court since “there are a few things I wish to say”.  The transcript continued:
“HIS WORSHIP:   No, I’m not going to do that.  Mr Lane will leave when he is excused from giving further evidence in this case.  Remove your sunglasses now, please.

THE DEFENDANT:  Given the situation it still stands as where we left off.  I will say that I am unable to continue.

HIS WORSHIP:  Why are you unable to continue?

THE DEFENDANT:  I am not well enough to.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, you do not have a medical certificate, I presume.

THE DEFENDANT:  It is a little hard to even attempt to get one if one has to come here all the time.

HIS WORSHIP:  If you don’t have a medical certificate; in the absence of a medical certificate bearing in mind the fact that we adjourned early yesterday and I would have thought with the passage of time, a good night’s sleep on Wednesday night, adjourning early yesterday, a good night’s sleep last night that you would be on the road to recovery.

THE DEFENDANT:  That’s only assumptions on your part in the situation.  I am currently worse than what I was yesterday.

HIS WORSHIP:  It is an assumption based on human nature and life’s experiences.  Okay, we have a difficulty here.  I cannot communicate adequately with you because you are concealed by sunglasses.  I have reconsidered the situation.  I do not think that I should force you to endure the indignity or I should force the police to endure the indignity of forcing you to remove your sunglasses because over the years that I have been involved, either as a practitioner or a magistrate I have seen the odd courtroom scuffle and those scuffles leave an uncomfortable feeling.

I have always experienced an uncomfortable feeling when I have observed those scuffles.  So I won’t put you to the indignity of that and I won’t put the police to the indignity of that.  But I simply say to you that communication is very difficult with a person who hides behind sunglasses.  Very well.

THE DEFENDANT:  I object to that.  I am not hiding.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, Mr Lane you are still subject to your oath.  You still have to tell the truth.  Do you understand?

THE WITNESS:  Yes, Your Worship.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, do you wish to ask any questions?

THE DEFENDANT:  I repeat, I am unable to continue.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  I take it that you are - I am going to continue on with the hearing of this matter.  I can see you have had ample opportunity to ready yourself for today and even sick people go about their life and do a day’s work putting up with their illnesses.  I would have thought if a person is before the court the adrenalin would be flowing and they would be making sure that they could handle the situation.  I take it you have no further questions to ask Mr Lane then?

THE DEFENDANT:  That’s incorrect.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, ask questions now, please.

THE DEFENDANT:  I am unable to continue, I repeat.”


The Magistrate then released Mr Lane.  The prosecutor called Acting Sergeant Mark Christopher.  At transcript p230 there occurred:
“THE DEFENDANT:  May I ask you if I could leave the courtroom.

HIS WORSHIP:  For what purpose?

THE DEFENDANT:  Because I am going to be sick again.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I think what we will do is we will arrange for a bucket to be brought into court so if you are ill you can be ill in court and also some newspaper will be placed on the floor.  Yes.  Swear the witness, please.”


Acting Sergeant Christopher gave brief evidence about statements he had taken, and denied knowledge of any conspiracy against the appellant.  At transcript p233 there appears:
“Very well.  Any questions, Mr Albrecht?

THE DEFENDANT:  It appears I’m unable to continue.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, do you wish to ask any questions?

THE DEFENDANT:  There are quite a few in regard to light but I am unable to at this time.

HIS WORSHIP:  Start now, please?

THE DEFENDANT:  I repeat, I am unable to.

HIS WORSHIP:  I would like you to try very hard to because you have been asking questions on Wednesday and part of Thursday of this week?

THE DEFENDANT:  I ask that I be able to leave the court again.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry?

THE DEFENDANT:  I ask if I could leave the court.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, I said if you are going to be ill, you can be ill in court and a bucket will be brought and - - - 

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, there is no such a thing here.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, we just have to wait.  Now, no questions then?

THE DEFENDANT:  I repeat.  There are quite a few matters - - - 

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, start asking them.

MR ALBRECHT:  - - - in this situation and I am unable to - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  I take it then that you have no questions to ask the sergeant.

MR ALBRECHT:  You take that as incorrect.

HIS WORSHIP:  You can stand down and you are free to go.

WITNESS WITHDREW

THE PROSECUTOR:  That is the case for the prosecution, Your Worship.


The prosecutor made it clear at transcript p235 that his case was that Mr Albrecht’s various actions on 18 December 1994 constituted keeping Mrs Lane under surveillance, in terms of Code s189.  The Magistrate enquired of the appellant at transcript p236 whether he had any submissions on whether he had a case to answer, and explained what that entailed.  At transcript p237 the dialogue continued:
“THE DEFENDANT:  But when do you make a decision whether there is a case to answer?

HIS WORSHIP:  Right now, and that’s why I’m asking do you - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  After - not before the prosecution but after, is it?

HIS WORSHIP:  After the prosecution have presented their evidence, which has happened here.  Now, do you wish to make any submissions?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, as I have said, I did and do want to.  I haven’t finished questioning any of the others so I would prefer that Mark Christopher - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  No, I have stood him down.  Do you wish to make any submissions?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, what should I be making submissions towards?

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, do you wish to say that there is some aspect of the evidence that is missing, that doesn’t enable me to find that there is a case to answer?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, I believe, given on what you heard there is no case.”


After a few general submissions by the appellant the Magistrate ruled there was a case to answer on the stalking charge.  Then at transcript p238-240 occurred the exchange I set out at pp22-5, relating to whether the appellant would go into evidence.  After an adjournment a side issue was raised in which his Worship’s earlier rulings excluding certain Police officers from Court were ventilated.  His Worship then proceeded at transcript pp246-250 to state his reasons for finding the appellant guilty; I set this out at pp4-14.  This was followed at transcript p250-1:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  Mr Albrecht, do you wish to say anything before I pass sentence on you?

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to state I object to what you are doing.  I have not finished my case.  Chiefly because I have said I am unwell enough to, not that I am necessarily unwilling to continue, but I’m unable to continue.  The things you have stated are purely allegations. They did not happen.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I believe that your statement that you are unwilling - or cannot rather - that you cannot finish your case is a ploy and I think you are trying to delay these proceedings.

THE DEFENDANT;  It would not serve me any purpose to unnecessarily delay them.

HIS WORSHIP:  I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the charge is made out. Is there anything you wish to say before I pass sentence on you?

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to say you have not heard everything, nor could you even make a decision based on what you have heard.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I do not wish to get into an argument as to the decision I have made; I am now in the process of determining what sentence I will impose.  Is there any reason why I should not gaol you?

THE DEFENDANT:  As I mentioned, I am unwell to continue and given that if you press that then I will just appeal the decision.  I have been instructed to appeal the decision.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry, what was that last bit?

THE DEFENDANT:  I will appeal - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Could you sit at the table please so that your voice can be recorded by the microphones.

THE DEFENDANT:  I believe I have the option to appeal this decision.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, you certainly do.

THE DEFENDANT:  And that just - push that and I will be taking that course.  And as instructed before, I do have other witnesses for my case and I have not finished with the previous ones.”


	Against this background, I do not consider his Worship exercised his discretionary power wrongly in refusing to adjourn the proceedings when the appellant informed him he was too ill to proceed.  An appellate court will rarely interfere with the discretionary decision by a Magistrate on an application to adjourn; see Ahern v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation (Q’ld) (1987) 76 ALR 137 at pp146-7.  Such applications are frequently made.  The guiding principle in dealing with them is fairness; see the authorities cited in McColl v Lehmann [1987] VR 503 at pp506-8.  A person charged with an offence must be given a reasonable opportunity to present his case.  In general, as Bray CJ said in Walker v Eves (1976) 13 SASR 249 at p252:
“… unless there is some reason to suspect subterfuge or deliberate and unjustifiable procrastination, the courts should lean towards granting adjournments which will enable a party’s case to be put before it, preferably by counsel, when that can be done without injustice to the other side which cannot be remedied by the making of an appropriate order for costs. No considerations of the convenience of court or prosecution should be permitted to stand in the way of this.”


However, in this case his Worship clearly considered the application involved “deliberate and unjustifiable procrastination”.  He had good reasons for reaching that conclusion.  On that basis he was warranted in refusing the applications for adjournments, and his doing so involved no breach of the principles of natural justice by way of denying the appellant a reasonable opportunity to present his case.


	Ground 3 (p18)
	The appellant contends that the Magistrate wrongly prevented him from continuing his cross-examination of “certain of the prosecution witnesses”.  I now examine the transcript from that point of view.  The appellant had been engaged in the cross-examination of Mrs Lane from transcript p29 to p80.  He then sought to go further into an encounter which he said they had had some time prior to 18 December 1994 at the Yeperenye Centre, an encounter which she did not remember when he put it to her (transcript, p80).  The Magistrate initially stopped him, viz:
“MR ALBRECHT:  All right.  Going then to a certain time in the Yeperenye Centre, going back actually - - -

HIS WORSHIP: No, well, I don’t want to go into that if it’s irrelevant.  I want you to wrap up your cross-examination now please.

MR ALBRECHT:  The time was actually - you were busy looking in a shop and actually almost walked right into me.

HIS WORSHIP:  It’s not relevant.  I want you to wrap up your cross-examination now please.

MR ALBRECHT: I want to ask about this matter.

HIS WORSHIP:  You will not be permitted to.  I want you to move on and wrap up your cross-examination please.

MR ALBRECHT:  I want to show what this so-called court official is really like and certain other things that it will lead to.

HIS WORSHIP:  How much longer will you be?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, if I can get through this one, I will probably maybe lead [quaere, leave] the rest.

HIS WORSHIP:  I require an estimate of time please.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, give me I guess 5 minutes on this matter and then I will shift on to another matter.

HIS WORSHIP:  Okay.

MR ALBRECHT:  All right.  You apparently - and I stated apparently - you almost bumped into me.  You started to apologise; saw who I was, okay; had a condescending look on your face; walked away; walked away to someone else; had a chat and was pointing and looking back towards me?
---Excuse me.  I have never, ever bumped into you anywhere.

No, no.  I said you almost ran into me and you stopped just in time?---I have never seen you downtown except at K-Mart, outside the newsagents at Coles, in the police watch-house cells and the courthouse.”


The appellant later explored what various Court officers may have been saying about him.  At transcript p85 his Worship said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Okay.  You’re getting too close to the end of discussing or questioning about court relationships.  Let’s wrap this cross-examination up.  Do you wish to ask any questions about the events of 18 December?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, there is one other matter I wish to bring up on the nature of this.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, raise it right now please.

MR ALBRECHT:  Right.  I want to go back to May of 94. …”


At transcript p87 his Worship said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Do you wish to ask her any questions about the events on 18 December?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, I want to get back to that, but first there is one more matter with the police.”


The appellant continued with that line of questioning.  His Worship said at transcript p89:
“HIS WORSHIP:  That was not a question; don’t answer it.  Come on, let’s wrap it up, Mr Albrecht.  You’re not getting anywhere.”


The appellant then questioned Mrs Lane about the significance of her talking to Sergeant Payne.  At transcript p90 his Worship said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Let’s wrap this up.  We’re getting nowhere.  This cross-examination is not helping me to resolve this issue.  Do you wish to ask any questions about 18 December?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, I will cover that then.  Has any police officer ever asked you to lay charges against me?

HIS WORSHIP:  No. No, you will come to it now. Sorry.  Sorry, I never heard that.  Any police officers ever asked you to lay charges against Mr Albrecht?---No, Your Worship.

Have any police officers ever asked you to manufacture evidence against Mr Albrecht?---No, Your Worship.

Yes, please go on, Mr Albrecht.  18 December, please, sir.  Start now please.  This is going on too long.

MR ALBRECHT:  Actually I would ask - I need a break actually.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, start now please, sir.

MR ALBRECHT:  I’m afraid I need a break.

HIS WORSHIP:  You do?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well, we will resume at 20 to 4.

ADJOURNED

HIS WORSHIP:  Mrs Lane, you are still subject to your oath.  You still have to tell the truth.  Now, Mr Albrecht.

MR ALBRECHT:  I want to take you firstly to 1 January 95.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, we are dealing now with 18 December [1994] which you said earlier - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  I just wish to make one more - sort of just come up.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, no more.  18 December, start now please.

MR ALBRECHT:  I object.  This could be somewhat important.

HIS WORSHIP:  Your objection is noted.  Start with 18 December please.”


The appellant proceeded to ask questions about Mr Lane’s work and citizenship, none of which his Worship considered to be relevant.  At p93 his Worship said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  I have said it is not relevant.  Now, do you wish to ask questions about what happened on 18 December?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, I do but this is relevant.

HIS WORSHIP:  I require you to do so now, sir.”


The appellant persisted in seeking to question about Mr Lane’s work; he justified this on the basis that there were “quite a few instances” on 18 December, and it was “quite possible [Mr Lane] may not have been there on some of those instances” (transcript p93).  He was allowed to continue with this line, though frequently his Worship ruled his questions irrelevant.  At transcript p95:
“HIS WORSHIP:  It is not relevant.

MR ALBRECHT:  It will be possibly relevant to some things that I may choose to bring up at a later date.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, if you may choose to bring them up - it seems to be so uncertain that - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  No, it is not uncertain.  If I don’t need to, then perhaps I will not.

HIS WORSHIP:  Come on.  Let’s move on please.

MR ALBRECHT:  I want to stick to that issue.  This is important and if things go certain ways then I will bring certain other matters up.

HIS WORSHIP:  Let’s move on.  Very shortly I will cut you off and I am indicating you will not be permitted to cross-examine further.”


By transcript p132 the appellant had asked many questions the Magistrate considered irrelevant.  He said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Not relevant, don’t answer it.  Mr Albrecht, I’m very shortly going to take what I consider to be the drastic step of not permitting you to cross-examine any further.  I believe you have had sufficient leeway.  Do you wish to ask any further questions?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, there are still some - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well.  Ask please.”


By transcript p137 his Worship said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  I think we have reached the stage where you don’t know what to ask the witness any more and you’re just fishing around for something to ask her.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I’m not fishing around.  There are some other things through here, but what I’m saying is: what reason do you have to believe I knew this was your residence?

HIS WORSHIP:  That’s not relevant.  It’s not relevant.

MR ALBRECHT:  She’s stating that I’m alleged to be driving here, I presume.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, she is.  Let’s move on.  Are you finished?

MR ALBRECHT:  No.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I’m going to cut you off very shortly. I’m not being assisted by any of this.

MR ALBRECHT:  I’m sorry, I didn’t hear.

HIS WORSHIP:  I’m going to cut you off very shortly.  I’m not being assisted by any of this.  Some of it you have assisted me with, but then you get on and you get into something that is totally irrelevant.  The issue here is: were you the person who drove by three times and followed the car?  That’s the issue.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I think that’s - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  The issue is not what she says about you knowing whether it’s her residence.

MR ALBRECHT:  It’s more than that at issue, right?  There has to be some - some issue of intent or something, isn’t it?

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.

MR ALBRECHT:  So, I mean, how does one driving in a public street have any intention of anything, other than perhaps just driving down a street?

HIS WORSHIP:  That’s for the police to prove.  Asking this witness questions about whether or not she says, or she believes, that you believe it’s her residence is totally irrelevant.  Anything else?

MR ALBRECHT;  Well, she stated that apparently 
- - - 

HIS WORSHIP:  No, any other questions?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, there are.

HIS WORSHIP:  What are they?  Give me a brief summation of what you’re going to ask - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Okay.

HIS WORSHIP:  - - - so I can work out whether it will assist me.

MR ALBRECHT:  Okay, well, I want to deal with then going to people’s residences.

HIS WORSHIP:  With her going to people’s residences?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, alleged that I was going to to her court staff’s residences.

HIS WORSHIP:  It’s not relevant.”


His Worship permitted further questioning on the journey to the Diarama complex but at transcript p142 he said:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry, Mr Albrecht, face me, please.  You have had sufficient leeway.  What do you wish to ask her?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I still want the exact nature of what happened here at the Diarama complex, or whatever.”


His Worship shortly afterwards adjourned until 9am next day, 4 May.  The next morning there was the following exchange at transcript p152:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Take a seat please, Mrs Lane.  Now, Mr Albrecht, do you wish to ask any further questions?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, I have not finished but as what I stated before, I need a few minutes to go over a few things.  I wish that constable to be removed because given the nature of what I have encountered before there is obviously some cross-lap and some - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, commence your questioning now please.

MR ALBRECHT:  I object to that and if you continue on that method then I wish to adjourn it and then get legal advice on the matter.

HIS WORSHIP:  I have asked you to commence your questioning; you have not.  I consider you cross-examination has finished.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, it is not finished.

HIS WORSHIP:  Any re-examination?”


However at transcript p154 the appellant was given a further opportunity to cross-examine Mrs Lane:
“MR ALBRECHT:  All that I would like to say is can I - in consideration, can I finish my questioning of her then?  I will endeavour to give it a go.

HIS WORSHIP:  How long do you think you will be?

MR ALBRECHT:  Hopefully as short as possible.

HIS WORSHIP:  5 minutes?

MR ALBRECHT: No, it will take a bit longer than that.

HIS WORSHIP:  15 minutes?

MR ALBRECHT:  Perhaps 15 minutes to half an hour.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well, but we will revise the situation in 15 minutes time.  I will permit you to cross-examine in view of the fact that you’re unrepresented.  Start now please.  Mr Albrecht, it doesn’t help when I ask you to start and you do not start.  You have to listen to me and you have to be conscious of the time restraints.  Start now please.”


The appellant continued with questions possibly directed to his ‘conspiracy’ theory, which the Magistrate found irrelevant.  Finally, at transcript p159:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Look, what’s the relevance?  This is not relevant.  Let’s move on.

MR ALBRECHT:  I wish to say here that perhaps there is somewhat - one would not really discuss a social matter with a person unless they regarded them more as a friend.

HIS WORSHIP:  Let’s move on.  That’s a matter for submissions.  You are to cross-examine; you are to ask questions.

MR ALBRECHT: Can you clarify your ‘submissions’?  I don’t know what that means.

HIS WORSHIP:  You have one chance to continue asking questions or the witness will be stood down.  Very well, Mrs Lane, you can stand down.

MR ALBRECHT:  All right.  No.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, you haven’t asked the question.  You may stand down, Mrs Lane.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, no.  I’m just coming to that.  I’m just changing from the top again.

HIS WORSHIP:  You may stand down, Mrs Lane.

MR ALBRECHT:  Can I ask her those please?  Just a few more to go.

WITNESS WITHDREW

HIS WORSHIP:  No, sorry.  Next witness please.

THE DEFENDANT:  I would ask that she be recalled please.”


The request was refused.  I consider that in the circumstances his Worship was quite correct in stopping at that point what had become a gross abuse of the right of cross-examination by the appellant.
	Mr Lane then gave his evidence in chief from transcript p160 to p166.  The appellant cross-examined him to p226.  Many of his questions were directed to Mr Lane’s work; the Magistrate considered them irrelevant, and the following exchange occurred at transcript p171:
“[HIS WORSHIP]: There’s no evidence that he may have been at work at the time.  You have one chance to resume asking questions.

MR ALBRECHT: I still maintain that it is relevant.

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well, you may stand down.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, no.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry, any re-examination?

THE PROSECUTOR:  No, Your Worship.

MR ALBRECHT:  I object to that, all right.  I just wished [you] merely to hear me out.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, Mr Albrecht, you’re not permitting me to control these proceedings.  I’m making rulings and you’re not accepting them.

MR ALBRECHT:  I just - I think you haven’t heard me through first.  You can’t rule until you hear me out.

HIS WORSHIP:  I do not need to hear you through, it’s irrelevant.

MR ALBRECHT:  All right then.  I will leave that for the moment.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, you will leave it for good.”


The appellant then took Mr Lane to his statement to the Police of 26 January 1995.  His Worship tried to indicate to the appellant at transcript pp176-7 how his cross-examination might better be conducted. At transcript p193-4 there occurred the following:
“HIS WORSHIP:  You got a concession from him a little while ago when you cross-examined him about that.  Let’s move on.  You’re meandering here. I think you’re just time-wasting.  Is there any reason why I shouldn’t stand the witness down?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes.  I haven’t finished.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, the difficulty is that a lot of what you’re asking is irrelevant; it’s time-wasting.  What relevant material do you want to ask him?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, as I said, I would just like to know exactly - try and get a handle on what is deemed to actually have occurred.

HIS WORSHIP:  He has already said what is deemed to have occurred - to use your expression.  But the witness would of course say that it wasn’t deemed to have occurred, but it did occur.  Anything else you want to cross-examine him about?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes.

HIS WORSHIP:  What else?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, can I continue?

HIS WORSHIP:  No.  You have to tell me what you wish to cross-examine him about.  You’re meandering.  Please tell me what you wish to cross-examine him about.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I wish to ask some further things in regard to the dealings with the police and the stat. decs.

HIS WORSHIP:  The dealings with the police on the stat. decs.  In what regard?

MR ALBRECHT:  With regard to other things that are not on the stat. decs.

HIS WORSHIP:   Like what?

MR ALBRECHT;  Well, other conversations that may have taken place.

HIS WORSHIP:  What conversations?  What conversations?  What conversations?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, perhaps if I may be allowed to question him, or to resume?

HIS WORSHIP:  No.  Anything else?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, due to the nature then - as to add more to - actually make a stat. decs., as opposed to just stating what happened.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry?

MR ALBRECHT:  As opposed to this officer may have been leading these questions and to arrive at this - the extent of this information - the stat. decs., - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, ask him that then.  Get into it.

MR ALBRECHT:  All right.

HIS WORSHIP:  Quickly.”


At transcript p198 the subject of the appellant’s health was raised by his Worship:
“HIS WORSHIP:  By the way, are your eyes a little better today?

MR ALBRECHT:  I’m sorry?

HIS WORSHIP:  Would it be possible to take your sunglasses off in court today, so that I can see your eyes?

MR ALBRECHT:  No, they’re fine as it is.

HIS WORSHIP:  Sorry?

MR ALBRECHT:  No, they are fine as they are.

HIS WORSHIP:  No, no.  Sorry, you were wearing your sunglasses yesterday because you were not the best and I think the lights were affecting you.  Are you feeling better today?

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I’m feeling worse actually.”


The appellant continued to cross-examine Mr Lane, dealing with his social relationship with police, neighbours and workmates.  When queried as to relevance, he said that although the prosecution was not calling any of Mr Lane’s neighbours or workmates “that does not mean to say they may not come up later”; see transcript p200.  This led to the following exchange at transcript p201:
“HIS WORSHIP:  It cannot happen.  You’re meandering, Mr Albrecht.  Anything else you wish to ask the witness?  Anything else?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes.  If any incidents like these would occur, are you required to inform your senior work colleagues?

HIS WORSHIP:  What’s the relevance of that? I’m now going to - I don’t see the relevance of this.  I think I will now give consideration to standing Mr Lane down.  I think that you have just about reached the end of your cross-examination.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, there’s still - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  And you’re really going off in a tangent but there’s no relevance, no bearing on the resolution of this case.  Should I stand him down?

MR ALBRECHT:  No, not yet, no.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, what else do you wish to ask him?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  What else do you wish to ask him?

MR ALBRECHT:  I wish to still ask about this incident.

HIS WORSHIP:  Which incident?

MR ALBRECHT:  Okay, the - - - 

HIS WORSHIP:  What specific thing do you wish to ask?

MR ALBRECHT:  The three incidents [of 18 December 1994] when he has seen or alleged to have seen the vehicle.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, what do you wish to say?

MR ALBRECHT:  What I wish to ask is: on the occasions you have seen - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  No, give me a little summary of what you wish to ask, so I can form a view as to whether or not I should stand him down?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, what I want to now do is to make sure how one ascertains that it was the same vehicle he saw on each of these occasions.

HIS WORSHIP:  You wish to ascertain how?

MR ALBRECHT:  How he maintains that this was the same vehicle.

HIS WORSHIP:  Okay.  Well, that’s relevant.  That will assist.  What else do you wish to ask him?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, can I finish that part first?

HIS WORSHIP:  No.  What else do you wish to ask him?

MR ALBRECHT:  I then also wish to endeavour, given the nature and from what I understand, it seems to be all out of - somewhat time destructive - a whole lot of things destructive and indeed, it becomes somewhat clear that I don’t think these events actually occurred.

HIS WORSHIP:  I don’t understand that.  So I’m not sure what you want to do.  Is there anything else you want to ask him?

MR ALBRECHT:  There appears to be a lot of conflict between what he says and what his wife says.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, as I have indicated, it’s not fair to this witness to put to him what his wife says.

MR ALBRECHT:  I understand that, so - - - 

HIS WORSHIP:  It is a matter for submissions later on.

MR ALBRECHT:  I understand that.

HIS WORSHIP:  Anything else you wish to put to him?  Face me, sir.  Anything else you wish to put to me?

MR ALBRECHT:  Just - yes, I wish to ask him about if any other matters may have occurred to him or his wife.

HIS WORSHIP:  Other matters?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes.

HIS WORSHIP:  Involving you and him or his wife?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, very well.  Anything else?

MR ALBRECHT:  There are a few things I know but I think - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Okay.  Well, if you cannot tell me now, it doesn’t help.  You should know what you wish to ask questions about.  You can’t make it up as you go along.  You must have some idea.

MR ALBRECHT:  I wish to also ask - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Very well, question Mr Lane about -- - 

MR ALBRECHT:  I wish to also ask him about other contact with police.

HIS WORSHIP:  First of all …”


	I dealt earlier in discussing Ground 2 with the circumstances in which occurred the alleged failure to permit the completion of the cross-examinations of Mr Lane (see pp41-3) and the cross-examination of A/Sergeant Christopher (see pp43-4).
	Against this background it is sufficient to say that I do not consider that the appellant was wrongly prevented from cross-examining or further cross-examining any of the prosecution witnesses.
	(d)	Conclusions on the appeal against conviction
	There is a strong presumption in favour of the correctness of his Worship’s decision; it should be affirmed unless this Court is satisfied that it is clearly wrong.  I find that no material error by his Worship has been disclosed.  Questions of the credibility of witnesses are very much a matter for the Magistrate who saw and heard them; see Uranerz (Aust) Pty Ltd v Hale (1980) 54 ALJR 378 at p381, per Gibbs J. The inferences his Worship drew from the proven facts were I consider correctly drawn.  No miscarriage of justice has been established.
	In the result, having independently assessed the evidence before his Worship, I consider that none of the grounds of appeal have been established, the appeal against conviction must be dismissed, and the conviction affirmed.  I turn to the appeal against the sentence of 3 months imprisonment.  
	(e)	The appeal against sentence
	I have already noted (p14) that it is common ground that his Worship erred in his approach to sentencing. The nature of this error was such as to vitiate the exercise of the sentencing discretion, by leading to the imposition of a sentence which was more severe than was warranted. The sentence must be quashed, and the appellant re-sentenced.  
	This is the first case of stalking to reach this Court.  Mr Georgiou, who appeared for the appellant on his appeals against sentence, usefully referred me to Errol Kyriakou (1994) 75 A Crim R 1.  In that case the applicant applied for leave to appeal against a sentence of 6 months imprisonment following his conviction of unlawful stalking, an offence defined in s359A of the Criminal Code (Qld) in different terms to s189 of the Territory Code.  The facts were as follows.  The applicant came several times to the victim’s hairdressing salon and home.  When asked to leave he danced around in front of her, not only talking nonsense, but also engaging in behaviour resembling dancing or sparring.  He made no contact with the complainant following his arrest and trial.  A psychiatrist deposed that the applicant had no formal psychiatric disorder but rather had an unusual and involved way of communicating, and that he needed training in “social skills”.  He concluded that the applicant was not a danger to himself or anybody else.  It seemed clear that the learned sentencing Judge had considered imposing a non-custodial sentence, but the applicant’s behaviour in the dock whilst the his Honour was addressing him had caused a re-appraisal.  The Court of Appeal (Qld) said at p7:
“In the light of [the matters set out above] we disagree with the conclusion ... that in the applicant’s case imprisonment “had become inevitable”.  This is a case, in our view, which upon all the material, calls for an order which will provide some assistance to the applicant in gaining social skills.  This can best be done by making, with the consent of the applicant, an order that he be placed on probation for a period of two years and in addition to the usual conditions that there be a special condition that he receive medical, psychological and psychiatric examination, treatment, counselling and advice ... .

Should there be a repetition of conduct of the sort which led to his conviction, which involves a breach of his probation order, further consideration may then be given to whether a custodial sentence is required.”


		Mr Georgiou also referred to 3 other  sentencing cases.  Grivelis v Horsnell [1974] 8 SASR 43 involved charges of behaving in an offensive manner in a public place, arising from the appellant’s continually following and approaching female pedestrians while in his motor car.  Mitchell J observed at p45 that alleged offensive behaviour “may acquire its character of being offensive from the [very] fact that it is continuing or repeated.”  I note that the significance of continuity is reflected in the requirement of “2 separate occasions” in Code s189(1).  The appellant had been fined $30 on each charge and disqualified from holding a driver’s licence for 3 months; on appeal against the period of licence disqualification, it was reduced to 3 weeks.
		In Stone v Ford (1993) 59 SASR 444 the appellant was convicted of behaving in an offensive manner whilst in a public place, contrary to s7(1) of the Summary Offences Act 1953 (SA).  The offensive behaviour comprised the following of the victim at close quarters whilst she browsed amongst shops.  This was exacerbated by the appellant’s silence at the time.  In one particular shop the victim covertly made known to counter staff that the appellant was following her.  At that time he was standing directly behind her, within touching distance.  Counter staff approached the appellant who left the shop but retreated only as far as was necessary, remaining in a position where he could observe the shop entrance.  The victim remained in the shop.  The police were called and apprehended the appellant.  On appeal, Bollen J held that on the strength of the proved facts and in the absence of any explanation from the appellant, the magistrate was entitled to be bold in drawing the inference that the appellant had acted intentionally and the facts bespoke his intention to act offensively.  The sentence there was a fine of $150 plus an order for costs and other fees totalling $423.  I consider the facts of the present case are more serious.
		Ashley French was a case of stalking decided by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction in Darwin (Mr Trigg SM) on 9 February 1995.  The defendant was charged with stalking in that he had made a rude gesture to the complainant, hid, and later jumped out at her when she was driving home.  He loitered by driving up and down her street, keeping her under surveillance and telephoning her from his mobile phone while doing so.  He had unlawfully entered her house, broken her saxophone, and later sent her a drawing of it.  He had sent her a note in a box with her silent telephone number written on the outside, intending to scare her.  His Worship found that the victim was very fearful of the defendant.  He had prior convictions: at least 5 for breaches of domestic violence orders, and one for a dangerous act (he had run over the victim in his motor car).  His Worship commented that it was a reasonably serious case of stalking though not one of the worst possible kind; he sentenced the defendant to 10 months imprisonment directing that he be released after serving 3 months upon entering into a bond to be of good behaviour for a period of 2 years.  I consider that the circumstances of that case, and of the offender, place it in a more serious sentencing category than the present case.
		Mr Georgiou submitted that a sentence of actual imprisonment should not be imposed in this case; and that an adequate punishment would be the imposition of a term of imprisonment, suspended upon the appellant entering into a bond to be of good behaviour.  He stressed the grave medical condition of the appellant’s mother, and his very close relationship with her; that he was 34 years of age, with siblings; that he was self-employed, had always worked, had completed post-graduate studies; that he had a good family background, and for his first 33 years had kept out of any trouble with the law; and that, since he had spent nearly 3 weeks in custody already in relation to this offence, he had already heard “the clang of the prison gates”, itself a well-known salutary effect.  He noted that Dr Abusah, a psychiatrist, considered that the appellant was not physically dangerous, but became verbally aggressive.
		Mr Bannon QC for the respondent submitted that the re-sentencing should be directed to protecting the public from this type of pestering abuse, and should bring home to the appellant the serious nature of his offending, the major deleterious effect it had had on his victim, and that any further offending of this type on his part would be severely dealt with.  He submitted that the sentencing cases to which Mr Georgiou had referred were distinguishable, and of no assistance.
		I also note the stalking case of R v Cook (unreported, Court of Appeal (Qld), 23 March 1995), a case involving worse behaviour than this, including obscene telephone calls to the victim.  The appellant had pleaded guilty.  His sentence of 1 year’s imprisonment suspended after serving 3 months was quashed; in lieu he was sentenced to 3 months imprisonment, suspended on a 1 year bond.
		As noted at p1, stalking is a novel offence in the law.  The very name “stalking” connotes a slow, stealthy, persistent pursuit; it is a term usually used with reference to the hunting of wild game.  In Code s189 it connotes the obsessive, relentless pursuit of another. The conditions of our times, the Nineties, gave rise to the problem and the need to address it; the first stalking statute was enacted in 1990, in California.  The offence penalises a defendant at a stage where nothing physical has necessarily occurred between the defendant and the victim.  It is aimed at an “anti-social, threatening course of behaviour ... not properly or adequately covered by the current criminal law”, as Matthew Goode put it in “Stalking; Crime of the Nineties” (1995) 19 Crim LJ 21 at 24.  Many stalkers are mentally ill in some way; they display a wide range of psychological syndromes including erotomania, obsessive love and morbid jealousy.  Some are sociopathic. They often are unable to develop meaningful relationships with others.  They display obsessiveness as the appellant did, most notably, in all the hearings. Anyone may become the victim of a stalker, though women are at higher risk of being stalked.  The consequences for the victims of stalking can be severe, involving substantial emotional harm; I note Mrs Lane’s evidence in that regard, at p10.
It is clear that when protective orders are made, they should be rigidly enforced; obsessive stalkers often test such orders.  
		In the circumstances of this case I consider it is clear that the sentence of 3 months immediate imprisonment was manifestly excessive.  I respectfully agree with his Worship’s observations at p15. As noted earlier, Mr Georgiou submitted that it was sufficient that any bond into which the appellant might be required to enter should be conditioned simply on his being of good behaviour.  He submitted that the imposing of other conditions, to the effect that he undergo psychiatric assessment and treatment, might amount to “setting him up” for breach.  I do not agree that the fact he may breach such a condition should be a controlling factor.  I consider that if the appellant’s completely unacceptable behaviour as shown in this case is to be modified - as it should be both in his own interests and those of the community - it is essential that he submit himself to treatment by those who can assist him.  It is clear from the way he behaved during the hearing before his Worship, and on the appeal, that he needs to improve his social skills.  His behaviour was far from normal.  The members of the community are entitled to require that he submit himself to appropriate treatment, as a condition of his continued liberty amongst them, so that they may be assured as far as can be that there will be no continuance of this behaviour.
		In the result, I made orders in Appeal 28 of 1995 on 25 March, as follows.  The appeal against the conviction of 5 May 1995 was dismissed, and the conviction was affirmed.  The appeal against the sentence imposed on 8 June 1995 was allowed, and the sentence of 3 months immediate imprisonment was quashed.  In lieu thereof the appellant was re-sentenced to 3 months imprisonment; it was ordered he be released without serving any part of that sentence, pursuant to s5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act,  provided he gave security within 14 days of 25 March (that is, by Monday 8 April 1996) at the courthouse in Alice Springs by entering into his own Recognizance in the sum of $2000 that he would be of good behaviour for a period of 2 years, and that he would during the whole of that period comply with the following 3 conditions, namely:
		(1)  subject himself to the supervision of a probation officer appointed by the Director of Correctional Services; 
		(2)  obey all the reasonable directions of that probation officer, including directions requiring him to attend for medical, psychological and psychiatric examinations, treatment, counselling and advice; and 
		(3) neither approach nor contact directly or indirectly Mrs Louise-Yvette Lane, nor come within 100 metres of the premises in which she currently resides.
	I turn to the second appeal.


(2)	Appeal No.45 of 1995
	(A)	The charge and its outcome
	The appellant appeared before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Alice Springs (Mr Wallace SM) on 2, 24 and 28 February, 1-3 March, 23-26 May and 4 August 1995, 11 days in all,  on a charge that on 29 December 1994 he stalked Joanne McGinnis, contrary to s189 of the Criminal Code.
	His Worship heard the evidence adduced by the Police, and found there was a case to answer.  Eventually, the appellant did not testify, or call witnesses.  On 26 May his Worship found the charge proved and convicted the appellant.  At that stage the appellant had been convicted 3 weeks earlier on the stalking charge of 18 December 1994 the subject of Appeal 28 of 1995, but was not to be sentenced for that until 8 June.  His Worship ordered a presentence report and a psychiatric report, and postponed sentencing until 4 August.  The sentence he then imposed is set out later.
	(B)	His Worship’s reasons for decision, and 
		sentencing remarks
		On 26 May 1995 (transcript p594-604) Mr Wallace SM stated his reasons for finding the appellant guilty as charged. As far as material, they are as follows:
“... The acts which the prosecution allege gave rise to the stalking consist of ... two attendances by Mr Albrecht in the close vicinity of Joanne McGinnis.  On 29 December 1994 the first of these attendances was at her place of work, or in the vicinity of her place of work, a community radio station operating out of the Alice Springs College; and the evidence ... concerning those allegations comes principally from Ms McGinnis, supplemented in one or two degrees by other items.

The second attendance ... - stalking being comprised of at least two acts - alleged, is that Mr Albrecht soon thereafter was sighted outside the police station in Parsons Street, Alice Springs, inside which police station Ms McGinnis was then making her complaint in relation to Albrecht’s appearance at the College.  It’s quite clear on the evidence that Albrecht was indeed outside the station; but the details of where he was, what he did, what he said at that time are very much in dispute.

The prosecution also relies on other evidence, apart from the allegations in relation to these two actions ... in order to prove the necessary intent ... the prosecution places its case on the second limb of the specific intents provided [in s189(1)(b)], that limb being, the prosecution would say, proved by a history of relations, particularly in the last 12 or 18 months before 29 December ‘94 ... in which various dealings between Albrecht and McGinnis have led McGinnis to make numerous complaints to the police about those attendances.”

The appellant attacked this on the basis that there was nothing to warrant a finding that it was his “various dealings” with Ms McGinnis which led her to complain to the police.  He said her complaints were “nothing to do” with his actions.  I consider there was evidence which warranted the Magistrate’s ultimate finding on the point.  His Worship continued:
“Those complaints, it’s in evidence before me, have given rise to at least one previous prosecution of Albrecht on a charge of causing substantial annoyance in the days before the stalking section existed.  And those matters have also given rise to a private prosecution under section 99 of the Justices Act [a provision involving the common law power to bind over to keep the peace] by Ms McGinnis which was pursued.   ... they [that is, the previous prosecutions] have been mentioned, particularly in Mr Albrecht’s cross-examination, sufficiently for me to glean that there were many days’ hearing in that matter; that Ms McGinnis gave evidence of many events - I take it either the same or a selection of events of which she’s given evidence before me, and in which she was cross-examined by Mr Albrecht, as she was indeed before me.

It’s also in evidence before me that both of those proceedings came to nothing, the police complaint being withdrawn and Ms McGinnis declining to proceed eventually with her private prosecution.  And it was also in evidence before me that that private prosecution came to an end early in December 1994, not more than a few weeks before the events complained of on 29 December.”

The appellant contended that the fact that the earlier charge against him in relation to Ms McGinnis for causing substantial annoyance, and her complaint under s99 of the Justices Act, “came to nothing”, counted in his favour in deciding the present stalking charge, and the Magistrate wrongly had not given weight to that factor.  There is no merit in that submission; the withdrawal/discontinuance of the previous prosecutions had no bearing on the outcome of the stalking charge of 29 December.  His Worship continued:
“[There has] also been tendered to me three bail forms of Mr Albrecht, which contain conditions that he not approach Ms McGinnis.  ... the prosecution asks me ... to infer from the existence of those conditions, that Mr Albrecht would be aware that his presence near Ms McGinnis would frighten her. ...”

The appellant said that no significance should be attributed and no conclusions drawn, from the content of his former conditions of bail in the previous prosecutions.  I consider that the inference of awareness suggested by the prosecution was clearly open; I note that his Worship subsequently placed some weight on this matter, when deciding that the appellant intended to cause fear.  His Worship then went to the evidence of the first alleged incident on 29 December 1994, viz:
“Ms McGinnis gave evidence that on her attendance at a radio station ... when walking down a walkway at the radio station she was surprised and amazed to see a leg, a human leg encased in grey or bluey coloured trousers, a distance from her, poking around a corner.  A strange thing to see, and she thought not a great deal of it, but wondered about it.  Could not see the person attached to ... that shoe and leg.”

The appellant submitted that he was prevented from cross-examining Ms McGinnis on this topic.  As the extract from p306 of the transcript of 2 March 1995 (pp126-8) shows, he had persisted in not addressing the events of 29 December 1994 in his cross-examination of Ms McGinnis, despite the Magistrate’s continual requests that he do so; eventually, his Worship guillotined this cross-examination.  I deal with this aspect (p124).  The appellant contended that the distance from the leg to where Ms McGinnis was when she saw it, was such that it was “highly improbable” that she saw what she claimed to have seen.  As to that, the only evidence before the Magistrate was Ms McGinnis’ estimate of a distance of about 20-30 metres from herself to the leg, a distance which does not support the appellant’s contention.  The appellant rightly said that the evidence was not that Ms McGinnis was still “walking down a walkway” when she first saw the leg; she had already reached her vehicle. See transcript p48.  However, the fact remains that her estimate of the distance was some 20-30 metres, and the distance is the important matter.  The Magistrate continued:
“She thought it over and decided to further investigate and armed herself with a bicycle pump and walked back to the area.  As she got closer to the leg it disappeared around the corner and she was unable to see at that time who the leg belonged to.  Shortly after that she was going to her car.  She saw the shoe and leg appear again.  This, at that instance, frightened her because she began to suspect more strongly that the appearance of this leg might be somebody interested in her.  At least that’s what I infer from her fear reported at that time.”

The appellant suggested that, with shadows around, Ms McGinnis may have been mistaken in what she says she saw; that was never put to her in cross-examination.  He suggested it was not credible that a person admittedly put in fear would have gone back to investigate.  I consider that that was a matter for the Magistrate; I note that on the first sighting, when she went back to investigate, Ms McGinnis thought it might “be kids or vandals”, and did not in terms say she was then afraid, though she said her “heart was thumping”.  It was only on the second sighting of the leg, after her investigation, that she became “very frightened”; transcript p51.  The appellant said he would have testified about the scene of the alleged sighting of the leg, had he been given the opportunity to testify which had been denied him.  I deal later with this question.  His Worship continued:
“She got into her car and drove up to the caretaker’s house to see if there was anyone there to assist her or whom she should warn about the presence of this strange leg on the premises.  But as she was getting out of her car she says she saw, and she says she has no doubt that she saw, Mr Albrecht drive nearby.  She says that she recognised him beyond a doubt.  She says that the light was pretty good, which at 6 o’clock, a week past the summer solstice in Alice Springs, is probably the case.  And that she was very familiar with Mr Albrecht’s appearance, which is not in dispute; that she’s known him well years before, and that she’d seen him frequently to her mounting distress, in the interval between the time they were friends and 29 December.”

The appellant suggested that Ms McGinnis had not been as positive in her identification of him as the Magistrate found.  There is no substance in that suggestion.  Her evidence was that she saw him there, driving; he was then “not much more than 25, 30 feet away”; she could see him “very clearly”; the “daylight was very good” and “the positioning was very good and I could see right into the car and I could see him from the side and from the front”.  Her evidence was that she had known the appellant since about Easter 1991. The appellant pointed out that purported recognition of a person well known to the person identifying, following a brief look, may still be erroneous; that of course is correct.  His Worship was well aware of the hazards of identification evidence as the remarks he proceeded to make indicate, viz:
“Two items were put before me, which are capable of supporting - or could be capable of supporting Ms McGinnis’ identification of Mr Albrecht.  I should be careful before accepting any person’s identification of any other person, for all the normal reasons attendant upon identity evidence.  And the items put in support are these.  First of all, some footprints found by the police which look very like they’re probably the footprints of a large size of Nike shoes of a particular type - the shoe the police say was being worn when they arrested Mr Albrecht within the hour.

Secondly, the colour of the trousers or trouser leg encasing the leg poking around the corner that Ms McGinnis said she saw, is very similar to the colour of ... tracksuit-like pants, seen by Sergeant Payne ... after Albrecht’s arrest, within an hour or so.

Now, both of those matters may well be proved to my satisfaction.  That is, what shoes Albrecht was wearing, what the tracks are like on the ground and ... the similarity in colour of the trousers being worn by the mysterious leg and by Mr Albrecht at the police station.  I don’t think either of those items is capable of corroborating Ms McGinnis’ evidence as to identification.  That stands or falls on my assessment of Ms McGinnis - her opportunity to see the person in the car, her capacity reliably to identify the person in the car.

As to her standing as a witness: above and beyond the care I must take with any witness identifying any suspect, Mr Albrecht has cross-examined [Ms McGinnis] and has addressed me on various reasons why I ought to disbelieve her.  In particular, citing in summary the broken friendship which he would suggest on the evidence I should find was broken for no reason by McGinnis.  He points me to the psychological problems Ms McGinnis has admitted in her evidence.  He points me to the odd things in Ms McGinnis’ past which he has explored at great length in his cross-examination, and what happened to her education in Victoria, and so on.”
(emphasis added)


The appellant said that he had never said he was a friend of Ms McGinnis, and she had never said she was a friend of his.  That is correct.  He used the words “we hardly knew each other”; that flies in the face of the evidence.  He said it was “quite untrue” that he was fond of Ms McGinnis and his Worship had made a “big misinterpretation”.  I do not think, in their context, his Worship’s description of their relationship as a “broken friendship” was not open to him, on the evidence before him.  His Worship continued:
“He points to some mysteries about Ms McGinnis’ marriage, and Ms McGinnis’ attitude to him.  All of which he says, and a lot more, adds up to a suspicion I should have - or he would say a certainty I should have - that Ms McGinnis is determined to destroy him, is biased against him, is prepared to lie against him and is not to be believed.  And in particular, for my purpose at the moment, is not to be believed when she says she saw Albrecht on the College on 29 December.

Mr Albrecht would also direct me to his [oral] statement to the police that he had not been near her.  Well, he may not direct me to that statement because he claims he never made that statement; but that statement is in evidence and he would direct me, if I believe that statement was made, to his statement to police that he hadn’t been near her, a statement made at the time of his apprehension before his formal arrest, a statement which is a claim of innocence made promptly, and there it is.  I’ll come back to that statement myself.

Mr Albrecht’s attacks on Ms McGinnis’ credit had a degree of success... .  I believe that Ms McGinnis’ account or initial account of her friendship with Albrecht was not accurate, not something I can rely on.  And I believe Mr Albrecht, through the persistency of cross-examination, established - actually established pretty early on in that cross-examination - that during the early years of the 90’s he and Ms McGinnis for a time were good friends indeed.”

Again, the appellant stressed that there was no evidence “to support that I regarded [Ms McGinnis] as a good friend”; that is, the alleged friendship was not a “mutual thing”. In the next paragraph his Worship made it clear that he was directing his attention to Ms McGinnis’ conception of this “friendship”.  He continued:
“I believe Ms McGinnis has not accurately given me a picture of the closeness of their friendship and I’m not altogether clear whether Ms McGinnis has deliberately tried to conceal from me how close that friendship was, how well she got on with Mr Albrecht or whether it’s the case that Ms McGinnis now has so marked a distaste for Mr Albrecht that she cannot admit to herself that at one time she was fond of him, that she wrote in affectionate terms to him, that she no doubt spoke in affectionate terms to him, that she found I believe some sort of a support during a time when her marriage may have been somewhat troubled and that she was, in all sense of the words, a pretty good friend with interests in common, particularly sporting interests, with Mr Albrecht.”

The appellant submitted that there was a “deliberate attempt” by Ms McGinnis to conceal the closeness of her friendship with him.  I observe that the reason for Ms McGinnis’ lack of accuracy on the closeness of the friendship was a matter which the Magistrate was in a good position to assess.  His Worship continued:
“So that’s that.  And at the end of the cross-examination, indeed quite a short distance into the cross-examination, I think Mr Albrecht had successfully established that Ms McGinnis was not altogether reliable on the subject of his relations with her, and her relations with him, during the years ‘91, ‘92, thereabouts. ...”

The appellant contended that he had shown that Ms McGinnis was not reliable at all about her relationship with him. I consider that her reliability was a matter which the Magistrate was in a good position to assess.  His Worship continued:
“Mr Albrecht would go on to say that my distrust and reservations about her evidence [on that aspect] should feed over into her evidence as to what happened in all the other incidents concerning the end of that friendship, and Ms McGinnis’ complaints about his behaviour since that friendship ended.  And, in particular, he would say I should disbelieve her when she gives her evidence against him, concerning sighting him on the 29th.

As to that, it does not follow either in logic or general practice that because I disbelieve a witness on one matter or one series of matters I necessarily disbelieve a witness on other matters.  There are many reasons why witnesses may fail to give the truth.  Some of them involve frank lying.  Some of them involve various degrees of insincerity.  Some of them involve an inability to remember.  And some of them involve an inability to remember accompanied by a will not to remember.  

Even in the case of someone who is a frank liar about certain things, it never follows that one necessarily disregards that person’s testimony about all things, simply because one is persuaded that the witness has lied about one or more things.”

The appellant submitted that the proper inference was that Ms McGinnis was lying about the incident of 29 December 1994 at the radio station; that it was part of a “similar pattern” of previous lies, part of her “ongoing nature”, and the Magistrate had made “much too light of it”.  I consider that this was very much a matter for assessment by the Magistrate, and on the evidence the approach he adopted was open to him to take.  His Worship continued:
“In particular, I am not so concerned by her inaccuracy in relation to events years ago, during which she’s had every excuse to let her memory get clouded, every excuse of emotion and the lapse of time.  I’m not persuaded that [that] inaccuracy affects my consideration of her evidence as to what she saw on 29 December.  And I am persuaded, cautioning myself as I must, on an identification carried out over a few seconds, but bearing in mind Ms McGinnis’ familiarity with Albrecht’s appearance, and for that matter the car, that her identification is reliable, I may rely on it; and I am satisfied that Albrecht was on the premises of the College on that day.”

The appellant submitted that this conclusion was incorrect, and that it was clear that Ms McGinnis had lied throughout.  He categorised the passage as involving a “total lack, or absence, of reasoning”.  I consider that this crucial conclusion was open to his Worship, and his assessment, after cautioning himself about the risks, of Ms McGinnis’ credibility and reliability and the quality of her identification evidence on 29 December 1994 - the vital matter - has not been shown to have been incorrect.  His Worship continued:
“And being satisfied of that I look again at the evidence concerning the leg; and it seems to me that given that it’s 29 December, not during the academic year, given that the premises of the college were otherwise, it would seem, absolutely deserted, given the strange conduct of the person possessing this leg, and given the evidence of Sergeant Payne as to the trousers being worn later by Mr Albrecht, that I am satisfied that that leg must’ve belonged to Mr Albrecht.  No other explanation makes any sense at all.  Or rather, any other explanation is too fanciful to accept.”

The appellant contended that there was no evidence to warrant the conclusion that the College premises were “absolutely deserted” at the time.  However, the only evidence was Ms McGinnis’ evidence that “I was the only person there”; see transcript p47. The appellant said that the only conclusion to be drawn from Sergeant Payne’s evidence was that he had “no idea” what the appellant was wearing on the night of 29 December; that is not correct.  His evidence was that the appellant wore Nike running shoes; sports socks; “a pair of grey blue type ... stylish sort of track pants”; and “a tennis style shirt”; see transcript pp403 and 479.  The appellant complained that he had been prevented by the Magistrate from cross-examining Sergeant Payne, on this part of his evidence.  I note that he cross-examined the witness for some 57 pages of transcript, and dealt with the question of shoes to a considerable extent;  I deal later with the question of his cross-examination being stopped (p128).  He also contended that Sergeant Payne’s evidence as to the colour of the trousers was “actually quite different” to that of Ms McGinnis.  There is no substance in that; Ms McGinnis described the trousers she saw at the radio station as “grey or bluey coloured” (transcript p48), and Sergeant Payne described the appellant’s trousers that night as “grey blue” (transcript p403).  So, for that matter, did Constable Bosshard.  His Worship continued:
“If it mattered, I think I would be persuaded that it’s very likely that the footprints which were the subject of a serious and creditable police investigation ... were made by Albrecht as well.  But I don’t see that that is necessary to decide - I mean it’s obviously very likely that they were made by him.  But I needn’t take the matter any further.  What I wish to make clear is, I’ve not used the appearance of the leg or the footprints as support for Ms McGinnis’ identification [of the appellant as the person driving the car at the radio station].  I don’t believe they bear that weight.

But I believe that the circumstances of the identification allied to the appearance of the leg sufficiently creates a circumstantial case that beyond reasonable doubt Albrecht was the leg.  And taking into account his presence on the campus and  Ms McGinnis’ evidence about the appearance of the leg, how it retreated before her and appeared again, I have no doubt that Albrecht had her under surveillance on the College campus at that time.”  (emphasis added)


The appellant said that in referring to the “circumstances of the identification” his Worship was bringing back in again and giving weight to the appearance of the leg and the footprints, which he had already discarded as support for Ms McGinnis’ identification of the driver in the preceding paragraph.  I consider that his Worship was clearly not doing that, and his reasoning is very clear. His finding that the appellant was the driver was based on Ms McGinnis’ direct recognition evidence.  That finding placed the appellant at the premises.  That fact, plus the appearing, disappearing, and re-appearing leg, and Sergeant Payne’s evidence as to the colour of the appellant’s trousers, was sufficient to raise a circumstantial case that the leg seen by Ms McGinnis was the appellant’s.  The appellant said that his Worship had “no grounds” for his conclusion that the appellant was keeping Ms McGinnis “under surveillance” at the College at that time.  To the contrary, I think the conclusion was well open to be inferred by his Worship on the evidence which he clearly accepted.  The footprints played no part in his Worship’s conclusion, though the appearance, disappearance and re-appearance of the leg, did.  His Worship then turned to the second incident, viz:
“Ms McGinnis then went to the police station.  She was in a distressed condition, to which I pay no attention in deciding any matter in this case as to Albrecht’s guilt or innocence.  And while giving her statement to Constable Bosshard the next evidence relevant is that from Sergeant Payne who says that he glanced out the window of the Watch Commander’s office and saw stationary on the footpath of the Police Station ... the Parsons Street footpath, the defendant Mr Albrecht, looking at the Police Station.”

The appellant said that Sergeant Payne had not said that the appellant was “looking at the Police Station”.  That is nitpicking;  Sergeant Payne said that the appellant was “looking towards the front of the Police Station” (transcript p397).  His Worship continued:
“Payne at that time knew that McGinnis was in at the station making a statement.  He knew why she was there. ... he knew, at least, that the matter related to Mr Albrecht.  He was very familiar with Albrecht’s appearance.  He, it seems, played some sport with Mr Albrecht.  Certainly been involved in some of the McGinnis/Albrecht matters in the past, in some capacity or other.  And in his capacity as Watch Commander, in which he’d been acting for some months, would’ve known all about Mr Albrecht in that capacity, just as general police intelligence known by an important police officer.”

The appellant submitted that the latter part of this paragraph was “just an assumption on the Magistrate’s part”.  That is correct, but it does not go to the quality of Sergeant Payne’s evidence of recognising the appellant.  His Worship continued:
“So the presence of Mr Albrecht on the footpath at that time just before 7 o’clock naturally excited Sergeant Payne who on the evidence, went to the interview room where Bosshard was taking McGinnis’ statement.  Summoned Bosshard out.  Informed him of Albrecht’s presence.  The words he used are not clear.  And out they went through the doors of the Police Station.

Here at this point Bosshard’s account and Payne’s account vary to a degree.  Bosshard would have it that he saw Albrecht while he, Bosshard, was still within the Police Station.  Payne would have it that he, Payne, did not see Albrecht until he come out of the Police Station door, looked to his left, which is when he’d last seen Albrecht, and then look to his right attracted by something Bosshard said.  Now, there’s no grave inconsistency there.”
The appellant said that there was a “grave inconsistency” and that he had been wrongly stopped from pursuing it further in cross-examination. For the reasons stated in the succeeding paragraphs it is clear, I think, that there was no “grave inconsistency” between the evidence given by Constable Bosshard and the evidence given by Sergeant Payne. I deal later with the question of the stopping of cross-examination (p128). The Magistrate continued:
“Mr Albrecht suggests that it’s quite impossible to see from inside the station to where his [sic] car was. And he may be right about that.  It is also quite humanly possible that Bosshard would be wrong as to a step or two as [to] where exactly he was when he first caught sight of Mr Albrecht. And if it were proved impossible before me [to see the car from inside the Police Station], it would not provide me with any particular reason to disbelieve Mr Bosshard’s recollection of where he saw Albrecht, which was the matter of interest [to] Bosshard, rather than where his own feet were to within a foot or two. Which is the sort of thing any witness can often be mistaken about, perfectly innocently.”

The appellant seized upon the incorrect reference to “his car”. It should of course have been a reference to “Ms McGinnis’ car”. In context, that is clearly what the Magistrate meant.  It was a simple slip, of no significance. The appellant said this passage of the reasons was “very clouded and confused”, with a “lot of errors”. However, it seems to me that his Worship was there spelling out the situation, and his conclusions, very clearly.  His Worship continued:
“Likewise the difference then between Bosshard and Payne as to where each of them went.  Bosshard has himself travelling more or less straight out of the police station and ... straight across the road in order to head off Mr Albrecht, should Albrecht decide to move in that direction.  Bosshard has Payne travelling off to his right down the footpath, a certain distance towards Albrecht.  Payne, on the other hand, has himself and Bosshard walking more or less straight out of the station, somewhat off to the right together,  in the direction of Albrecht.

In such a situation as this if one was speaking of any three people, and if one were asked what is a person in Bosshard’s position likely to remember, is he likely to remember where Albrecht was from time to time, and the answer is yes he is likely to remember it; is he likely to remember where he himself was from time to time, and the answer is yes he is fairly likely to remember it, and is he likely to remember where his companion Payne is from time to time, the answer is yes he’s likely, but less likely again to remember that, because .... the exact situation of Albrecht is far more interesting to Bosshard than where Payne [was].

The presence of Albrecht is far more interesting to Payne than where Bosshard [was].  And any other differences in each of their accounts as to where the other officer was, seems to be a matter of the greatest triviality.  What matters is whether I believe them when they say ... about where Albrecht was.  Because what Bosshard says is, when he caught sight of him, Albrecht was hovering about the driver’s side of a car which I accept belongs to McGinnis.  And what Payne says is, that after [he had] vainly looked to his left and was induced by Bosshard to [look] his right, what he saw is Albrecht turning away from the driver’s side of that car and beginning to walk across the street.”

The appellant contended that his Worship made “too little” of the discrepancies between the evidence of Payne and Bosshard.  He said there were other discrepancies, apart from those mentioned by the Magistrate; for example, one (Constable Bosshard) said they had each independently seen the appellant, while the other (Sergeant Payne) said his attention had been directed (by Constable Bosshard) to the appellant.  In fact, Constable Bosshard said only that he had seen the appellant (transcript p364).  The appellant said his Worship had “definitely minimized” the differences in their evidence.  I consider there is nothing in the differences between the evidence of the two Police officers to cast doubt upon their credibility, and his Worship’s analysis is both convincing and accurate.  He continued:
“As to what then happened, Payne called out, Albrecht halted momentarily in the middle of the road, say the police officers.  Payne called out again.  Albrecht stopped on the far side of Parsons Street.  Albrecht was approached by both police officers.    A short conversation then took place.  Albrecht made to leave and was arrested and subsequent to his arrest was propelled by the police into the police station and through the police station to the watch-house.  Propelled, in the sense that he was going unwillingly without struggling violently to free himself, but needing to be moved along because he was not willingly walking in the direction the police wanted him to go.

According to Mr Albrecht’s cross-examination, he never was on the Police Station side of Parsons Street.  After crossing Parsons Street, I gather from his cross-examination, he concedes perhaps that he may have been caught sight of by Payne through the window, but accidentally and not [while he was] stationary.  But probably he doesn’t even concede that.  And he cross-examined on the basis that he, Albrecht, was on the far side of Parsons Street at all times, when the police emerged from the Police Station.”

The appellant submitted that the first sentence of the last paragraph was incorrect.  That contention appears to be correct.  However, the point is picked up in the second sentence.  His Worship continued:
“I considered the evidence of both police carefully and I can see no reason to disbelieve either of them.  I was particularly impressed with the evidence of Constable Bosshard, an officer to the best of my knowledge I’ve never seen give evidence before.  I have doubts about the details of his recall, as I do about every witness I have ever heard.  But I have no greater doubt about his recall than about any witness’s recall.   I have no doubt whatsoever about his recall as to where Albrecht was hovering about and looking at Ms McGinnis’ car.  And I have no doubt about his account as to roughly where he went and where Albrecht went.

I was equally impressed really with the evidence of Sergeant Payne, a police officer I have seen give evidence before.  And although I suspect Bosshard’s actually right - that Payne may have taken a few steps across the footpath in Albrecht’s direction before Albrecht himself moved, and Payne’s target, as it were, moved.  That is the only trouble I have with Payne’s evidence as to where Albrecht was.  And I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that Albrecht was hovering about looking at waiting at Ms McGinnis’ car outside the Police Station.”

The appellant submitted that no conclusion could be drawn from the evidence of the two Police officers, because of material differences in their evidence; and that the conclusion in the final sentence was not warranted.  I disagree; I consider it was a conclusion open to his Worship to draw from the evidence of the two Police officers which he was entitled to accept.  His Worship continued:
“I am also satisfied that that account of the conversation given by the police officers is accurate enough for me to rely upon it.  It’s as accurate, I accept, as any conversation can be, having been noted down something more than an hour after the actual conversation, and after various things happened, by Sergeant Payne, his notes having been checked and adopted as accurate by Bosshard.  And I am satisfied that no account is going to be more accurate.”

The appellant submitted that the account given by the two Police officers of their conversation with him outside the Police Station, was not accurate enough to be relied on.  This was very much a question for the Magistrate, who was “impressed” by these witnesses.  There is no substance in the submission.  His Worship continued:
“There is the matter I referred to earlier in the evidence in relation to that conversation, and that is Mr Albrecht’s protestation of innocence in relation to the radio station matter.   I take into account of the conversation.  I think at this stage Bosshard is relying on his memory, but the notes of the conversation did not affect this part of his account.  On page 188 of the transcript: ‘We’ve had another report from Joanne that you have been stalking her’.  Mr Albrecht replied: ‘That case was dropped.  That’s all finished with now’.  An obvious reference to the private prosecution.  Sergeant Payne:  ‘We’ve had a fresh report this afternoon of you stalking her at work or words to that effect’.  Albrecht, ‘No, it couldn’t have been me.  I’ve been shopping.  I’ve got a docket to prove it.’”

The appellant contended that the Magistrate had misapprehended the evidence, and he never had said anything about “the radio station matter”.  It is correct that those words were never used by the Police or the appellant outside the Police Station; nor did his Worship suggest that they had been.  There is no substance in the appellant’s contention.  The point was as to the significance of the appellant’s immediate denial, with circumstance, at a time when the Police had not suggested that an alleged stalking of Ms McGinnis had occurred “this afternoon”; they had merely told him it concerned her, at her work, and she had complained of it “this afternoon”.  In the circumstances, the immediate protestation of innocence was of little significance, as his Worship later indicated.  His Worship continued:  
“That is the claim of innocence at a time before he was under arrest and before the provisions of section 139, 140 ... the Police Administration Act applied to him.  He was not under caution and he was a suspect and I think I should allude briefly to whether it is fair to admit what he said into evidence.  I’ve no doubt that it is.  Mr Albrecht had, on the evidence before me, an immense amount of contact with the police force during the preceding year or so.  Mr Albrecht said to me in various submissions that he was well aware of his rights.  That he doesn’t talk [to] police.  That he received  legal advice to that effect in the past.”

The appellant submitted that it was not fair to receive into evidence what he was alleged to have said outside the Police Station.  That was a matter to be resolved by the exercise of the Magistrate’s discretion; I consider there is nothing to suggest he exercised it wrongly.  He continued:
“So if he spoke these words I can’t see why they shouldn’t be held fairly into evidence.   And ... Mr Albrecht’s claim of innocence is just as likely to bear an inference of guilt, because nothing the police had told him at that time gave Albrecht any information as to what the relevant time of the complaint was.  ...

But I think that statement, if anything, does indeed bear an inference of knowledge about the events at the College, rather than being a convincing protestation of innocence.  I place no particular weight on it either way.  But I don’t regard Mr Albrecht’s protestations [of innocence] as being [of] too much effect at the time of his arrest.”  (emphasis added)

There is an inaccuracy here, unless “complaint” is read as “offence complained of”.  The Police had told the appellant that they had received “a fresh report this afternoon”, not a complaint that an offence had been committed “this afternoon”.  The appellant submitted that his own words could only have been a “guess” as “to who may have made another complaint against me”.  As can be seen, according to the Police they had already identified “Joanne” to him as the complainant.  Clearly, all persons present accepted the reference was to Ms McGinnis.  His Worship continued:
“As to whether that conversation ever took place or not, I’m satisfied that it did.  As to the words that were spoken I’m satisfied that they were spoken pretty much in the terms noted by Sergeant Payne and adopted by Constable Bosshard.  I don’t actually think much, either to prove Mr Albrecht’s guilt or innocence, does arise from those words. ... or could assist in proving his guilt or in failing to prove his guilt, but I don’t think those things are sufficiently strong to bear the weight that could be put upon them.”  (emphasis added)

The appellant submitted that no weight at all should have been given to the words in question.  I observe that that was a question for the Magistrate and there was nothing wrong with his assessment.  He had already said he gave the words “no particular weight ... either way”.  He continued:
“But what I do find beyond a reasonable doubt is that Mr Albrecht was (a), lingering stationary for a moment or two outside Payne’s windows.  And (b), lingering peering into Ms McGinnis’ car outside the Police Station, at a time when Ms McGinnis was in the Police Station.  And it appears to me that that evidence suggests fairly strongly that once again he was in the process of maintaining Ms McGinnis under surveillance.”

The appellant submitted that there was no evidence he was directly outside Sergeant Payne’s windows.  There was; see Sergeant Payne at transcript p397. The appellant submitted he could have been simply wanting to cross the road.  I consider that the Magistrate’s conclusion that the appellant was ‘lingering’, was open to him on the evidence.  The appellant submitted that Sergeant Payne had said that Ms McGinnis’ car was not visible from his windows; I was unable to locate any such evidence but in any event it would be irrelevant, since Sergeant Payne’s evidence as to the car was what he saw from outside the Police Station (transcript pp396-7, 461).  The appellant submitted there was no evidence that he was “peering” into Ms McGinnis’ car’; there was - see transcript p184 of Constable Bosshard’s evidence, where his words are that the appellant was “actually looking into” the car, when standing “right by the driver’s wheel”.  I consider the Magistrate’s ultimate conclusion was open to him.  His Worship continued:
“And that draws to mind a matter mentioned as an historical matter in Ms McGinnis’ evidence, and which I think in fairness I should mention.  And I should say that I have not had any regard for this matter.  It’s the detail mentioned on page 38 of the transcript during what was I think the first day’s hearing in relation to an incident on 22 April 1993 when there was some bail or bond condition keeping - or a restraining order of some sort - keeping Albrecht from approaching McGinnis.  She thought he’d broken that at an incident at the tennis club involving a third party, a lady called Ruby.

She went to the Police Station she says and made her report about that.  Came out of the Police Station at about 20 to midnight and says she saw Mr Albrecht hanging around her car on his bicycle and that he moved off and was out of sight before she could summon a policeman to have a look for him.

It might be suggested that the similarity of that incident adds some weight to my conclusion as to what Albrecht was up to on 29 December 1994.  I haven’t used it in that respect.  I’ve made no decision as to how I believe Ms McGinnis’ own corroborating account on that occasion.  I simply paid no attention to that evidence in deciding, as I have decided, that I am satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that Albrecht was once again keeping Ms McGinnis under surveillance, and that this was the second occasion he’d done so on 29 December.”  (emphasis added)

The appellant submitted that he was not aware when in Parsons Street on 29 December that Ms McGinnis was inside the Police Station.  It is implicit in his Worship’s finding that he considered the appellant was then aware of that fact, and there is evidence to warrant such an inference. The appellant submitted that there was collusion between the Police and Ms McGinnis; there is no evidence to support that submission.  His Worship then turned to the element of intent in Code s189(1)(b):
“As to his intention, I find it impossible to believe that any person who has been told at such length and so often by many means as to the effect his presence has on Ms McGinnis, could have any intent but to frighten by so keeping her under surveillance.  And here I allude to what Mr Albrecht must’ve heard in the course of the evidence in the private prosecution.  I allude to what he must’ve been told time and again by police officers.  I allude to what he must’ve been told time and again by courts which have fixed a condition of bail.  I allude to what he must’ve heard from police prosecutors when applying for bail conditions, or opposing bail or whatever the case may be, that led to the production of those conditions of bail.

I do not have before [me] precise evidence as to many of those incidents.  I don’t know what was said on any of the particular bail applications.  But is it impossible for me to believe that there could be so much contact on so many occasions with so many responsible parties and including Ms McGinnis, but including police officers doing police work, police officers doing prosecution work, Crown prosecutors for all I know doing police work, a private prosecutor doing Ms McGinnis’ case for her under section 99 and various magistrates on various occasions, it is impossible that Mr Albrecht passed through those experiences over a period of more than 1 year, quite possibly closer to 2 years, without realising perfectly well that any approach by him to Ms McGinnis was going to cause her fear and apprehension.  And I have no doubt that he intended to cause just that.”

The appellant submitted that it was not open on the evidence to infer any such intention on his part, and that in fact the proper conclusion from the evidence was that Ms McGinnis “seemed to have no hesitation in ... actually even stalking me”.  I consider that his Worship’s conclusion as to the appellant’s intention was open to him on the evidence.  He concluded:
“Indeed, I cannot see what else he was possibly doing, lingering about exposing parts of his body, hanging his leg out in the walkway at the radio station on the College campus.  A clearer case could not, I think, be asked for; and I cannot believe that his mind was any less certain than that, when he was lingering about at the police [station] by her car, as I find that he was.  I therefore find the offence proved.”


The appellant submitted that no such incident as that alleged by Ms McGinnis to have occurred at the radio station, ever occurred.  His worship was satisfied that it had, on evidence which warranted that conclusion. The appellant submitted that there was insufficient evidence to warrant a finding beyond reasonable doubt that the offence charged, was proved against him.  I reject that submission.
		Ten weeks later, on 4 August 1995, his Worship proceeded to sentence the appellant (transcript pp5-8) as follows:
“On 26 May of this year I found proved against the defendant ... an offence of unlawful stalking. ...  The victim of the stalking was a woman Joanne McGinnis.  And it will be recalled that Miss McGinnis was a person who had known Mr Albrecht for some years and who Mr Albrecht had known for some years.

It appeared on the evidence beyond doubt that for the first year or 2 of their acquaintanceship relations between them were good.  They became good and close friends.  It became apparent from the evidence that, for whatever reason, at a point Miss McGinnis wished to withdraw from that friendship.  It seemed to me on the evidence that her reason for withdrawing from the friendship was that she found Mr Albrecht’s attentions too demanding.  And that from regarding him as a sympathetic shoulder to cry on, in some senses, she began to regard him as a person who simply clung to her and would not let her get about her life and imposed his presence upon her and would not leave her space to carry on with her life, her marriage, her sports and various other aspects of her life.

It is apparent from the evidence that Mr Albrecht did not accept that decision of hers and continued to wish to talk to her to discover reasons that would satisfy him of her withdrawal of her friendship, or to persuade her to change her mind.  I don’t know exactly what he had in mind between those two alternatives.  Perhaps both of them.  But it is also apparent to me that nothing Miss McGinnis could say to him would have ever satisfied him as to her reasons for withdrawing her friendship.  Mr Albrecht seemed beyond reason in that respect.  It is also apparent to me that Miss McGinnis will never again be a friend of Mr Albrecht.  And if she sees him never again, that would be all too soon as far as she’s concerned.

It also appeared admissible on the evidence of [sic, at] the hearing of this complaint that over the past year ... or more, before 29 December 1994, McGinnis had made it apparent to any person of normal reason that her withdrawal of her friendship, her distaste for Mr Albrecht’s company, was not a passing fancy on her part, but was something she meant seriously.  And she’d made that apparent by not only telling him on occasion to go away and telling him pretty forcefully on at least one occasion to go away, she’d made it apparent by doing that not only privately between the two of them, as in that incident around her house and in the street nearby, but also on occasions before witnesses at sporting occasions; that is to say, she had decided to put up with the embarrassment of creating something of a scene in public places before people she knew, in order to tell Mr Albrecht to leave her alone.

And thirdly, perhaps even more significantly to the ordinary person of reason, was that she was prepared and had been prepared to take the matter to a very public arena.  Indeed she had made reports to police which had led to the charges being laid and she had laid a complaint herself under section 99 of the Justices Act and pursued that complaint at length and for months and at what must’ve been large expense before finally abandoning that complaint in, as I gather, early December 1994.  Certainly, not long before this offence was committed.  Mr Albrecht was, I’m satisfied, absolutely impervious to any of these plain and unmistakable indications by Miss McGinnis that she had come, in a word, to loathe him.  

In those circumstances he committed the offence [of 29 December 1994].  As to the facts of the offence I’ve dealt with them sufficiently I think back on 26 May when I found the offence proved.  That’s the effects of the offence upon the victim.  I don’t know that the effects have been particularly terrible; that is, of the single offence of 29 December.  As to the effects that Mr Albrecht’s persecution of Miss McGinnis, as she would call it, over the preceding 18 months or so, up to and including 29 December, I believe his persecution of her has had a very large effect indeed.  And she spoke of having been worried, having lost sleep, having lost a lot of weight, having had much of the joy of her life snuffed out by the apprehension that wherever she went Albrecht was likely to be.

It does not seem that over the past year or so, more like 18 months now, when there has been consistently a bail condition or other condition in effect separating Mr Albrecht from Miss McGinnis, that even under those conditions she’s not [sic] been able to resume her normal life with the normal spring in it.

However, in dealing with this charge I am dealing with ... the offence of 29 December, not with the discourtesies and outrages, perhaps one could call them, of the preceding years and of Albrecht’s persecution of McGinnis.  I also, in considering this offence and its seriousness, became aware in the course of proceedings that at the time this offence was committed on 29 December Mr Albrecht was already charged with an offence of stalking somebody.  It turns out to be [in respect of] one of the officers of the court, earlier in December 1994.  I think that date was before this offence was committed.  And I cannot but regard it as a circumstance aggravating this particular charge, that it was committed while another charge of a very similar nature was laid against him.  As I understand it he’s been convicted of that charge and indeed sentenced.  I’ll be making some inquiries about that.” 
(emphasis added)


I note that his Worship was in error in the last two passages emphasized above. It is correct that as at 29 December 1994 Mr Albrecht had already on 18 December, 11 days before, stalked Mrs Lane; but he was not charged for that offence until 1 February 1995, nearly 5 weeks after committing the offence of 29 December.  His Worship continued:

“Furthermore, Mr Albrecht has pleaded not guilty, as is his right, to this charge ...  In doing that, he does not expose himself to any greater penalty.  ...  But he, like anybody else, should realise that persons who admit their guilt, and plead their guilt, normally by that plea will be assumed to be sorry for what they’ve done.  Persons who deny their guilt and contest charges normally indicate by that course of conduct that they are not sorry for what they’ve done, but they are trying still to deny doing what they did do.  And thus a person who pleads ‘not guilty’ tends to lose an opportunity for demonstrating remorse ... and for demonstrating that that person has reformed or intends to reform his conduct in future.  Mr Albrecht has lost that opportunity.  

Furthermore, he has demonstrated by his mode of cross-examining Miss McGinnis, by his remarks before me on 26 May, by his remarks before me this morning, that he has not the slightest regret for anything he has done.  He continues to be in some sort of denial.  Either denial that the acts ever occurred, or denial that if they did occur they would have affected Miss McGinnis at all.  Mr Albrecht still represents her to be a liar and represents himself to be the victim, far from the truth of the matter.

Given that that is Mr Albrecht’s attitude now, that is a factor which seriously limits my sentencing discretion because I find it impossible to say that any sentence short of a sentence likely to deter Mr Albrecht - that is to say a heavy sentence indeed - is a sentence which will assist the community by stopping Mr Albrecht offending again in a similar fashion or a sentence which will deter him in particular from offending again against Miss McGinnis.

He has, as I understand it, no other previous convictions and is entitled to credit for that.  He tells me, and I accept, that he is a man who makes his own living in a way which he prefers not to disclose. ...  he’s a man in his early 30s, 33, who is entitled to some credit, a deal of credit for his behaviour to date.

In short, I regard this offence, stalking, in general as a pretty serious offence.  I regard it as an offence which, committed by anybody, is likely to cause long-lasting fear and apprehension in any victim.  In this particular case I regard it as an offence of above average seriousness, both from the mental element, which must’ve been involved in Mr Albrecht’s commission of the offence, from his knowledge of Miss McGinnis’ feelings towards him which were feelings of repulsion, and from the circumstances, particularly the existence of the other charge, and the long period on which bail conditions had previously existed [which]  prevented him from approaching McGinnis, as being peculiarly a serious case.”
(emphasis added)


I note the repetition of the error identified earlier, the supposed “existence of the other charge” at the time the appellant committed the offence of 29 December 1994, when no such charge in fact was then in existence - a factor on which his Worship clearly placed considerable weight when concluding that the “particular case” of the offence of 29 December 1994 was “an offence of above average seriousness”, and “peculiarly a serious case”.  In the light of these considerations his Worship concluded:
“In my opinion no sentence other than imprisonment can possibly deter Mr Albrecht from re-offending.  And in the light of the maximum penalty available, bearing in mind that there has not been anything but the normal apprehension of harm resulting from Mr Albrecht’s attention, that is there’s never been any threat of violence, simply the fear that arises in anyone’s mind when they are pursued by somebody who seems unamenable to reason, it appears to me that a sentence of 7 months imprisonment is warranted for this offence.”

In due course his Worship imposed that sentence, directing that it be served cumulatively upon a 2-week sentence for contempt; and directing release after 2 months upon the appellant entering into a supervised 2-year good behaviour bond conditioned that he not approach Ms McGinnis.

	(C)	Various aspects of the proceedings before 
		his Worship
	Before coming to the grounds of appeal it is convenient to set out some extracts from the transcript of the proceedings before his Worship, so that some understanding of the appellant’s approach to those proceedings may be gained.  The proceedings on appeal appear to have reflected much the same general approach.  The extracts illustrate 6 aspects of the appellant’s approach, viz:
		(1)   The appellant continually sought to have persons excluded from the Court hearings; see, for example, the following five extracts (a) - (e):

(a)	pp31-32 transcript 24/2/1995
“THE DEFENDANT:  I want to ask something, Your Worship.  I want to ask why are there so many police constables here at the moment?

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, you can ask that, Mr - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  Because some of these I wish to call for witnesses too, on certain matters.  What is the nature of why they are actually here?  And why is this guy here behind Sergeant Pryce?  Who actually is this person, if I may ask too?

HIS WORSHIP:  Which person is that?

THE DEFENDANT:  The guy sitting here.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, why don’t you ask him, Mr Albrecht, at the next adjournment?  As for why the police are here, I have got no idea, Mr Albrecht.  This is a public court.  It is open to anybody in the land.  They can come here for - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, aren’t they - don’t they have a lack of funds and lack of police force on the job?  Isn’t it strange they’re here?

HIS WORSHIP:  Carry on, Sergeant Pryce.

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to make an objection.  I wish to call some of these as witnesses.  I wish them not to be present.

HIS WORSHIP:  Which officers do you wish to call?

THE DEFENDANT:  I believe the two on the left here.

HIS WORSHIP:  What are their names, Mr Albrecht?

THE DEFENDANT:  I don’t actually know their names but I believe the woman is - I can’t recall offhand at the moment.

HIS WORSHIP:  Have you issued witness summonses to either of those persons?

THE DEFENDANT:  I haven’t, no, because I wasn’t sure whether they will [be required]; but given the way the nature of - the proceedings are going, I believe I will.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I accept that your defence at this stage is not exactly settled and there would be uncertainties in your mind as to who you will need to call, who you wish to call when the time comes.  But I say what I should have mentioned a moment ago.  These are public courts.  The public, the police, anyone is free to attend.  And for example, the gentleman sitting behind Sergeant Pryce is a prosecutor who is just beginning as a prosecutor and I expect what he is here for today is to watch and learn, not because he is interested in your particular case but because he doesn’t get many chances to watch and learn.

As to the other police, I have got no idea what their reasons are.  I can’t even guess.  But they are free to be here.  Now, if they are witnesses for your case perhaps they should not be here. Although that is really up to Sergeant Pryce to object.”


(b)	When Ms McGinnis became available for cross-examination, the appellant indicated he wished to call various unnamed police officers, and wanted to put various matters to the Court in the absence of certain police officers then in Court.  Apparently he wished to prevent any collusion between the police.  The Magistrate declined to ask the police to leave and asked the appellant to commence his cross-examination of Ms McGinnis.  This led to the following:

p69 transcript 24/2/95

“THE DEFENDANT:  Well, as I told you, there are certain fears and concerns of safety of certain people.  I need to put these matters too, before the close today.  Right, it cannot go any longer.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, can you give me some idea how the safety of those people will be in peril by you asking Ms McGinnis a few questions?

THE DEFENDANT:  Yes, I could put that to you but I certainly need to put to you that in private, without the police present.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, would you get Ms McGinnis back in please.

THE DEFENDANT:  Are you refusing my request?

HIS WORSHIP:  I have refused it five times already.

THE DEFENDANT:  I just want to be sure.  Are you also refusing to ask the auxiliaries to leave?

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.

THE DEFENDANT:  Including the woman?

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.  Thank you, Ms McGinnis.  Take a seat again.  Yes,  Mr Albrecht.”


(c)	The appellant commenced his cross-examination of Ms McGinnis; it continued for a few pages.  Then the following appeared:

p73 transcript 24/2/95

“MR ALBRECHT:  I  have an objection too, Your Worship.  There is another auxiliary that’s just entered, okay.  Now, this auxiliary has actually basically harassed me and threatened me, okay.  I do not want him present.

HIS WORSHIP:  You find his presence - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  That’s very - that’s right.

HIS WORSHIP:  Gives you cause for apprehension, does it?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, including the one with the beard.  He keeps staring at me too.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, well, I must say that I feel reasonably safely guarded with three auxiliaries and I hope everybody else in the room does.  Perhaps if the latest gentleman to arrive would be - superfluous to requirement.  I cannot order you to leave; I’m not doing that.  But it would probably assist if - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  I don’t know why the one with the beard keeps on looking at me and it seems to be somewhat in a threatening manner, Your Worship.

HIS WORSHIP:  He seems to be going off duty as well.  Yes, Mr Albrecht, carry on.”



(d)  p175 transcript 1/3/1995
“THE DEFENDANT:  Perhaps I could also ask why is the head of the CIB present in court today, sir, John Dalby.  It obviously  shows that something is happening.  I could probably elaborate a bit more on those things.  I have been advised not to, but I’m not sure whether to.


HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, if you wish to know why Superintendent Dalby is here you can ask him.

THE DEFENDANT:  I have your permission to ask him, do I?

HIS WORSHIP:  You don’t need my permission to ask him and if you ask him he may or may not tell you.  You are two grown-up men living in the same town.  I am not going to ask him.  It is none of my business.  This is a public court.  Any citizen of Alice Springs, any citizen of the world, can walk into this court and sit down and watch as much or as little of these proceedings as he wants to unless he is a witness in the case.  That’s what our court system is about.  Yes, I will stand this matter down briefly.”



(e)	During the appellant’s cross-examination of Constable Bosshard, he asked that Sergeant Llewellyn be excluded from the Court, saying that he may be a defence witness.  The Magistrate declined, and asked the appellant to continue with his cross-examination.  Their dialogue continued:

p374, transcript 23/5/95

“MR ALBRECHT:  No, I object to that, and I do not want that person present.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, that’s just too bad. You’ll have to carry on with him present.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I refuse to continue under that condition, all right.  He was asked to leave before [in the other case].  He should be asked to leave again.

HIS WORSHIP:  He wasn’t asked to leave by me and you haven’t given me any reason why he should be asked to leave today.

MR ALBRECHT:  There must have obviously been sufficient reason if he was asked to leave before.

HIS WORSHIP:  No doubt there was.  So what?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, if there was sufficient reason before, I also ask, okay, could you ask him to leave again now.

HIS WORSHIP:  As I understand it, he was asked to leave in another case.  As you say, there must have been sufficient - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  They all very much - they are all very much tied up together.  They are not really that separate, as you may believe.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, unless you explain to me why I should ask this man not to be present during the giving of evidence in this case, then I’m not going to tell him.

MR ALBRECHT:  Because I wish then to put him as a defence witness.

HIS WORSHIP:  I don’t believe you, Mr Albrecht.  You haven’t done anything about it.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I will do something about it if I’m given the nature of - certain time and to get certain affairs in order.  I’ve given the last, indeed quite some weeks.

HIS WORSHIP: Well, as I say, Mr Albrecht, you’ve had ample opportunity.  This exact self same question arose on the last occasion.  I explained to you then the significance of issuing summonses to the witnesses.  And here we are again, and you’re saying the same thing.  Subsequently, I am not persuaded to subject Mr Llewellyn - Mr Llewellyn’s liberty should be infringed in this matter.

Carry on with your cross-examination, Mr Albrecht.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I repeat, I have to ask him to leave.

HIS WORSHIP:  He’s not going to, Mr Albrecht.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I’m not going to continue until he leaves.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, if you’ve got no further cross-examination?

MR ALBRECHT:  There’s a lot more questions.  There are a lot more questions still.

HIS WORSHIP:  You can either ask them or not.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well then you can ask him to leave until lunch, and I’ll put his subpoena in at lunch time.

HIS WORSHIP:  Any re-examination, Sergeant Pryce?

THE PROSECUTOR:  No, there’s not.

MR ALBRECHT: I have not finished yet.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I ask that you continue your cross-examination.

MR ALBRECHT:  I object to that.  I ask you to ask him [Sergeant Llewellyn] to leave first.

HIS WORSHIP:  No re-examination, Sergeant?

THE PROSECUTOR:  No, Your Worship.

MR ALBRECHT:  I have not finished yet.

HIS WORSHIP:  Constable Bosshard, you’re excused.

WITNESS WITHDREW

MR ALBRECHT:  I have not finished yet.

HIS WORSHIP:  Next witness, Sergeant Pryce.

MR ALBRECHT:  All right.  Just note the objection and may I continue then.  Will you please note the objection, and I’ll continue with this witness?”


The Magistrate had Constable Bosshard recalled for further cross-examination which continued after the following (at transcript p376):
“MR ALBRECHT:  I just wish you to note the objections so when I apply to the Supreme Court - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, certainly.”

	(2)	The appellant continually asked questions in his lengthy cross-examinations which frequently led nowhere; when challenged as to their relevance, he usually claimed that they were leading to a matter which would be relevant, viz:
p82 transcript 24/2/95

The appellant had been cross-examining Ms McGinnis at length; on his Worship asking him as to the relevance of various lines of questioning, he said they flowed from discussions he had had with his lawyers.  He said (transcript p81) that what he was seeking to establish would “become very clear very shortly”.  His Worship allowed him to continue and he proceeded to ask about the ownership of the car Ms McGinnis was driving when at the radio station on 29 December 1994.  Then followed:

“HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I don’t believe you can have any possibility of honestly thinking that it matters in this case who owns that motor vehicle.  That is an example of a totally irrelevant issue.

MR ALBRECHT:  It will become very clear later on.

HIS WORSHIP:  You see, Mr Albrecht, when lawyers are before me and they give an undertaking that a matter will become relevant later I can accept that because they can be disciplined if it turns out to be wrong.  But you are not a lawyer;  you can’t be disciplined.  And you have got to tell me now how it matters to this case who owns that car.  Come on, Mr Albrecht, why does it matter?”


The appellant reiterated that “it will become quite clear later on”, but the Magistrate eventually disallowed further questioning on this line.
	(3)	The appellant was late in appearing at almost every resumption following an adjournment; his Worship tried to find out why, viz:

p103 transcript 28/2/95

“HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht ... what is it that caused you not to be here at 9.00?

THE DEFENDANT:  Basically the concern for certain people’s lives.  What I have to do to continue to run the sort risk of going public, the safeguards I need to take, the criminal assaults etcetera and the effect upon my health, the effect upon my mother’s health and certain other friends, all their concerns.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, anything further, Mr Albrecht?

THE DEFENDANT:  I have done every endeavour to always comply with those requests.  If - - - 

HIS WORSHIP:  I am sorry, what requests are you talking about now?

THE DEFENDANT:  The request by the court to attend court.  If I have ever so-called failed in that undertaking it is not without severely trying.  I have also had my confidentiality breached.  I have also had the abuse of certain court staff which has resulted in a lack of effective communication between the two.  Hopefully, a lot of that is now resolved because certain members of the court staff have taken into consideration and I am now getting a lot more effective understanding between them.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, and can you tell me how any of these concerns, in particular, tied you up this morning?

THE DEFENDANT:  As mentioned, my health - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, you have mentioned your concern with your health.  Did you have a medical appointment this morning?

THE DEFENDANT:  No, it was just - she is just still recovering from the severe traumas being inflicted upon me.

HIS WORSHIP:  Now, you have mentioned concern for your safety in public arising from various assaults.

THE DEFENDANT:  And other people too.

HIS WORSHIP:  Was there anything that happened this morning before or around 9 o’clock that prevented you [from attending court] - in particular, that is?

THE DEFENDANT:  Well, I am somewhat continually under a certain surveillance.  That perhaps is unofficial; I would believe so, due to certain numbers [sic, members] of the force, okay.  They  basically want to just lay anything on me.  Any single step I take, I just have to be extra careful.

HIS WORSHIP:  Can you tell me by what reasoning you say that that surveillance prevented your attending court at 9 o’clock this morning?

THE DEFENDANT:  Because I have to continually take steps to prevent that, okay, to keep my movements and my whereabouts somewhat unknown to them, or as best as possible.  They have threatened to kill me.  Okay.  They are continually following up these threats.  If they get a chance I believe that is a very possibility.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, let me put it this way, Mr Albrecht, what had changed between 10 o’clock when you were no doubt coming to court and - that is 10 o’clock this morning - and 10 to 9 this morning, when you could have come to court?  What circumstances had altered that permitted your attendance now, and did not permit your attendance [at the time] when you were bailed to attend?

THE DEFENDANT:  Just give me a moment please.  Because the police obviously know that I will be attending court they obviously are on the lookout a little bit more and it is possible that they might try to intercede [sic, intercept] between those points.  I therefore have to make quite substantial plans in many ways to make sure that where I leave from, when I leave, I have witnesses to support me at all times. I have to take steps to safeguard the effect upon my health.

I’m having severe problems.  I have got - due to the head injuries, I have severe in certain other areas and also a lot of nausea and vomiting all the time.  And I’m just sometimes not physically very well at all, not to mention the state of my mother’s health.  Okay.  She’s severely distressed and distraught over all these years of what has happened.  Indeed it has had probably more effect upon her.  I am not sure, but maybe.  I’m not sure any more.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, if you wish to fox these people who were keeping you under surveillance what was to stop you attending at court and surprising them by coming earlier rather than later, Mr Albrecht?

THE DEFENDANT:  I’m saying I have to consider that.  And this morning both my Mum and I were not very well and so we, at the moment, have quite a few, I guess, problems with our nerves and digestive system.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.  Anything further, Mr Albrecht?

THE DEFENDANT:  There probably is, but at the moment I can’t think of anything.  If I should, I will inform the court later.”


	(4)	The Magistrate warned the appellant on several occasions that he might damage his case by pursing the line of cross-examination he was then following.   In his lengthy cross-examination of Ms McGinnis, the appellant managed to elicit in detail why she feared him, viz:

p129 transcript 28/2/95

“MR ALBRECHT:  All right.  Between December 93 and December 94 did you make any other appointments to see Dr Tyrrell [a psychologist]?
---No, I didn’t.

So what you are saying is basically the problem cannot really be that severe, because you waited a whole year until you made another appointment?---It was extremely severe.

Why was it?---I had to deal with it the best way I knew how.

In what way was it?---With my own inner resources which were - - -

In what way was it severe then?---Well, the great fear of you, basically.

Could you elaborate on that?---Yes, I could.  There were places I start - stopped going at after hours, because I feared being followed or accosted.  There were places around town that I didn’t park my car.  I don’t shop in Woolies for the same reason, because that is where you have approached me on several occasions.  I don’t shop over near your area because again I have had approaches over there, over at Food Discounters area.  I don’t go to Solly’s, where I would like to go, for the very same reason.  Nor do I usually park in the post office car-park, again for the same reason of having been approached on several occasions, and had you hide behind trees and things.

[MR ALBRECHT:] I object to that, Your Worship.  That is just an alleged statement by her.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, you say you object to it?

MR ALBRECHT:  Yes, it is hearsay, Your Worship.

HIS WORSHIP:  I would just repeat what I said to you this morning before we started.  If you ask these questions, like the question you just asked, as a matter of probability the only answer you can get is likely to damage your case.  You cannot object to the answer if you ask the question.  Out it pops and there it is.  Now, if I give any credit to what Miss McGinnis is saying in the final analysis, that answer has damaged your case.  You ask the question - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, she may allege certain things, that’s fine; but she cannot state categorically certain things, okay, because after all we are dealing, I guess, with an apprehension and the apprehension is to do within her mind.

HIS WORSHIP:  I am just telling you, Mr Albrecht, if you ask these questions and the answers pop out and you do not like them, tough luck, you are stuck with them and if I end up believing those answers, then that’s another damaging item against your case.”


	(5)	The appellant continually sought to have the hearing deferred, for a variety of reasons. In (a) below he said he had to attend appointments he had arranged between 9am and 10am on the following day, viz:

(a)   p149  transcript 28/2/295
“HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I am about to adjourn the case.  You have from 1.15 or 1.30 or something this afternoon until 9 or 10 o’clock tomorrow to arrange your affairs.  Now, what is there about the one hour between 9 am and 10 am tomorrow which among that 20-odd hours is of [such] vital significance that no other hour can be used to fulfil [it]?  Why can you not be here at 9.00, and yet you can be here at 10.00?

MR ALBRECHT:  No, no; as to tomorrow, to Wednesday, I would prefer all day to be not here, no.

HIS WORSHIP:  That is not an option, Mr Albrecht, for various reasons. [His Worship explained the reasons]. Your convenience is secondary unless you come up with a concrete appointment.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, as I mentioned to you, how am I supposed to live?

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, what do you do for a living, Mr Albrecht?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, obviously I must do things besides going to court.

HIS WORSHIP:  Why?  Most of the people in this court don’t have jobs.

MR ALBRECHT:  I just thought it would be self-evident if people did.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I must tell you in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction probably, what, 70 to 80 percent of the people who come before the court are unemployed.  That’s my experience.  I don’t assume anyone before me has got a job.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, whether it’s your experience at all is really irrelevant, isn’t it?  I mean - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, what do you do - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  - - - it’s still a probability.

HIS WORSHIP:  That’s why I’m asking you, Mr Albrecht, what do you do for a living?  I do not assume you have a job.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, why would you presume that?

HIS WORSHIP:  I don’t assume you don’t have a job.  I’m asking you what do you do for a living?  I have no assumptions.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, as I said, before I go into my personal things, I said, I would prefer this witness [Ms McGinnis] and the other things not to be present.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I need to know what time I’m adjourning the court until, so I can excuse her until that time.  That’s what I’m trying to settle, and you won’t tell me any basis on which I can do [it], other than what I have got in mind.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I have been trying to rearrange some schedules and things, and obviously because I believed we were coming into court on April, that’s what I was reliably informed, and - - - 

HIS WORSHIP:  I’m sorry, Mr Albrecht, I’m talking about tomorrow, what appointments do you have, with whom?

MR ALBRECHT:  I have to take care of other business matters plus other legal matters, and that’s going to take most of the day.

HIS WORSHIP:  With whom?

MR ALBRECHT:  With quite a number of people.

HIS WORSHIP:  Name three.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, if she doesn’t want to name people, neither do I, because these people are also concerned.  Now, due to the nature of the proceedings - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, Mr Albrecht, you don’t want to name people; if you don’t name the people I will be adjourning this case until 9 o’clock unless you can persuade me that you have got something - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, can I give you a written proposal, or can I tell you in private?

HIS WORSHIP:   Mr Albrecht, you can either give me a reason why - here and now, right this minute, why I should not adjourn this matter until 9 am, or not.

MR ALBRECHT:  I believe I have put those reasons there.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, 9 o’clock tomorrow morning, thanks. ...”


(b)  p339 transcript 23/5/95
	The hearing was adjourned for some 11 weeks from 3 March to 23 May.  In the meantime the case against the appellant for the stalking of Mrs Lane was heard 3-5 May (Mr Gillies SM) and determined, with sentencing postponed to 8 June. When the case involving Ms McGinnis resumed on Tuesday 23 May the appellant sought a further adjournment, viz:

“HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, would you call in Constable Bosshard then please.

MR ALBRECHT:  Before we proceed, could I say a few words?

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, Mr Albrecht.

MR ALBRECHT:  Given the nature of what’s happened in the last few weeks, I guess due to the other case too and leading up to that and the ongoing thing, and also because I have been unwell and certainly due to what’s happened in the last 2 or 3 weeks, I am not really well enough to continue.  And I also wish to get advice on certain matters, because I don’t (inaudible) have not been able to have time to do that.

HIS WORSHIP:  As to your health, Mr Albrecht, do you have any evidence of being unwell?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I know what I feel like, and also what I have been through; and I will be seeking some medical advice this week.

HIS WORSHIP:  As for your difficulties in preparation, Mr Albrecht, I understand you spent a couple of weeks in custody until last Friday [19 May 1995]?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, a bit longer than that actually.

HIS WORSHIP:  And you were released from custody what - Friday morning, was it?

MR ALBRECHT:  Just recently now.  Friday late, by the time I got away with my time in court.

HIS WORSHIP:  Now in relation to the evidence of Constable Bosshard, moving aside your health, how do you say that your being in custody for 2 or 3 weeks has made your position today any worse in cross-examining him than your position was - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I have been quite - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, how is your position today any worse than your position was?   How are you less prepared now  than you were back in February of this year - or it may have been March.

MR ALBRECHT:  I’ve also been unwell for quite a few weeks before, prior to that, and I am just, I guess physically and mentally exhausted and I just cannot - I’ve also got quite severe headaches and different other associated symptoms.  I still have coughing.  I do have concern about a relapse, and I am just unable to prepare to the extent to [sic, that] I want to, the questions, just given the nature of that.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well Mr Albrecht, on 1 March you were cross-examining Constable Bosshard and I can’t see how your position now would be - how you could possibly be less prepared now than you were on 1 March.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  A noteworthy job of cross-examining him apart, as you say, from your health.  Now you don’t sound unwell to me; and if you have been unwell then perhaps, I don’t know, there were facilities in the gaol to have your condition diagnosed.  Certainly there’s been opportunity both on Saturday and yesterday to have that condition diagnosed.  And in the absence of any evidence as to your suffering a significant - when I say significant, I mean condition capable of detracting from your ability to defend yourself against this charge, I am not going to grant you any adjournment.”


	(6)	The appellant frequently claimed to have taken legal advice on various points he raised, including his repeated applications for adjournments and his expressed desire from time to time to seek legal representation, viz:

p175  transcript 1/3/1995
“HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, if I did not say so formally before, I am granting leave to the prosecution to interpose Constable Bosshard to give his evidence on the limited matter which I have already dealt with.  Yes, sergeant.

THE PROSECUTOR:  Call Constable Guy Bosshard.

THE DEFENDANT:  I wish to object to that, and to make one thing first.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes.

THE DEFENDANT:  I repeat, my advice is I am legally obliged [sic, entitled] to have an adjournment, and I should be legally represented; and as such have been advised not to proceed.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I have had another look at Dietrich’s case during the - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  Which case?

HIS WORSHIP:  Dietrich’s case; it’s the High Court case which you may not realise that your application is based upon.  I have got the Australian Law Reports report.  I am more familiar with that citation.  I think it is in the Commonwealth Law Reports by now.  Dietrich v The Queen (1992) 109 ALR 385.  That is the case which for the first time in Australia established something close to a right to legal representation in serious cases.

THE DEFENDANT:  What year was that?

HIS WORSHIP:  1992. [His Worship discussed Dietrich’s case, pointing out that the present case was very different.  He continued:]

But until this case is resolved this particular charge of stalking potentially leaves its alleged victim in fear.  There is every reason in such a case to press for a timely disposition of the matter, more reason than in many other sorts of cases.  A murder case for example, the victim is dead and that’s that; there is no continuing victim.  A drug case, the drugs have usually been seized or lost, as the case may be.  There is no continuing victim.  There is no press for - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  How are you defining ‘victim’ here?

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I am explaining my reasons to you.  You are not going to understand the reasons if you do not listen to what I am saying.  Secondly, this is not a case in the same scale of seriousness as the aw understands it, as Dietrich’s case was.  [His Worship discussed the need to dispose of the case in timely fashion, and continued:]  So for the two reasons:  one, the nature of this particular charge and two, the lack of seriousness in the sense that the High Court spoke of, I don’t believe that Dietrich’s case can be directly applied to this situation.  Indeed, I told you in shorthand form this last Friday, that [this] is not a difficult charge to understand.  The elements of the charge are not hard.  And the timely disposition of it is in my view very important indeed.

I will also say this, Mr Albrecht: during the course of my meetings with you across the Bench in this room and in the room next door you have made numerous applications; asked for numerous things from the court.  Few of these the court can provide.  But even of those the court can provide, that is, adjournments - that is what all your applications that make any sense come to - none of them has had any likelihood in my view of getting this matter disposed of.  Whether you realise it or not, every application you have made to me will certainly, if I grant them, have the result of delaying the resolution of this charge and no application you have made to me has made it any more likely that the charge will be resolved in a timely fashion, nor in a more just fashion, fairer fashion.  

Your application to inquire further into whether you are going to get legal advice or legal representation is the only one which has even any potential of increasing the fairness of these proceedings.  At this stage I am unable to believe that there is any great likelihood of that gain in fairness coming to fruition.  I have just got no idea, Mr Albrecht, because I don’t accept that what you say to me is correct, because I don’t accept that you understand where you stand with Morgan Buckley.  That is not to say you’re telling me any lies or anything.  I am not persuaded that you know what having a lawyer involves.  I am not persuaded that you have taken any serious steps to getting legal representation.  And consequently that application too amounts in my view in practical terms to something that is simply going to delay these proceedings, for no good purpose at all.

You are charged here.  You have a charge to contest.  And it is in your interests, whether you realise it or not, to hear the evidence against you.  It is certainly in the interests of justice; it’s in the interests of this court to get this case, as every other case, out of its list as soon as it can.  And in this particular charge it is in the interests of Ms McGinnis to have the thing resolved in a timely fashion.  And she has I believe a legitimate claim on this court, as any citizen does, any alleged victim does, to get the case resolved.  And in this particular sort of charge she has got more claim than most victims do, alleged victims. 

So we are going on, Mr Albrecht, for those reasons, because there is a charge.  The charge should be resolved and if your proposals do not to my mind present an improvement in the balance between timeliness and fairness then we will continue to go on.  Sergeant Pryce is accusing you of deliberately delaying the proceedings.  I don’t accept that for a minute but you must realise, Mr Albrecht, that everything you have put to me has only delayed the proceedings; 2 hours nearly this morning for no gain in any - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  I disagree with that.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, what do you disagree with?  That is just lunacy, Mr Albrecht.  You stood up in the other court the other day and spoke for about 10 minutes to no effect whatever.  You have made umpteen applications in this court since this hearing commenced, and the effect of those applications to this point, overall, has simply been nil except the time they took to hear.  Now, you may disagree with that but that is like disagreeing that the sun comes up in the morning.  It has happened; it is an historical fact.  Immense amounts of time have been lost, to no gain to anybody so far in this hearing.

That is an historical fact.  You can’t disagree with it.  I don’t wish, Mr Albrecht, to dissuade you from making further applications.  I am just pointing out that as far as I can see so far, whether it is by intent or by accident, every application you have made so far has had no effect on these proceedings except to delay their resolution.  That is, it has had no effect on the evidence I am going to hear; it has had no effect on the witnesses I am going to hear and not one of your applications has advanced the resolution of this case one iota.

Now, that is my judgment of the history so far as I know it.  So that although I don’t accept what Mr Pryce is urging me to accept, that you are doing this deliberately, I am taking a view of what is now a fairly lengthy proceeding; and whether deliberate or not doesn’t really matter, you are having that effect.  And I have to cope with that, among the other considerations in this case.  Yes, call Constable Bosshard.”


	(D)	The appeal against conviction 
	The appellant’s Notice of Appeal sets out the following grounds:
	(i)	that the learned Magistrate erred in law in finding the defendant guilty of the said charge;
	(ii)	that the learned Magistrate erred in refusing the defendant an adjournment when the defendant applied for an adjournment on the ground that he was too ill to continue with proceedings;
	(iii)	that the learned Magistrate erred in law in prohibiting the defendant from cross-examining fully the witnesses called by the prosecution.

He also included his ground of appeal against sentence, viz:
	(iv)	that the sentence imposed was in all the circumstances manifestly excessive.

Amended grounds of appeal against sentence were later relied on by Mr Georgiou, of counsel.
	I have traversed to some degree in setting out his Worship’s reasons for decision, various specific attacks levelled by the appellant.  It can be seen that the first 3 grounds of appeal set out above are broadly in the same terms as those relied on in Appeal No.28 of 1995 (see p18).  The submissions relied on by the appellant in support of these 3 grounds are broadly along the same lines as those relied on in support of the grounds in the earlier appeal. 
	As to ground (i) - that the Magistrate erred in finding the appellant guilty of stalking Ms McGinnis - it is sufficient to note that there was ample evidence to warrant his Worship’s conclusion which largely turned on the credibility and reliability of Ms McGinnis as to the first occasion at the radio station, and Sergeant Payne and Constable Bosshard as to the second occasion in Parsons Street outside the Police Station.  I deal at p129 with the submission that the appellant was denied an opportunity to present his defence.
	As to ground (ii), I note that whether or not an application to adjourn is granted, is a matter for the exercise of a judicial discretion.  An appellate court will normally hesitate to interfere with such a decision.  Here the Magistrate clearly believed, on good grounds, that the many applications by the unrepresented appellant for adjournments amounted to procrastination and deliberate dilatoriness.  See generally the discussion at p129 on the alleged denial to the appellant of an opportunity to present his defence.  I have no doubt his Worship was right in his assessment.  He did not proceed upon any wrong principle.  There is no substance in this ground of appeal.
	As to ground (iii) on p123, the preventing of a full cross-examination of the prosecution witnesses, much of the appellant’s very lengthy cross-examination of Ms McGinnis led nowhere; all of it was directed to matters well before the alleged stalking of 29 December 1994.  His Worship eventually warned him that his cross-examination would be terminated, and that he had not yet touched on the events of 29 December, and continued:


p303 transcript 1/3/95
“HIS WORSHIP:  Well, you must understand that if Ms McGinnis says something that excites your interest and you say, “Oh, that’s interesting.”  And you would ask a few questions concerning that.  It leads nowhere.  Many of your questions have seemed like that to me.  Then, that is so much time lost and it is not going to be replaced.  If on the other hand you manage to concentrate your cross-examination on issues which seem to me to be germane to the case and despite that concentration the time [he had earlier indicated that he would give the appellant only one more hour to complete his cross-examination of Ms McGinnis] elapses, if it seems to me you are making a worthwhile effort to get a reasonable return on your time, I may give you some more, or I may not.

But if you continue to fritter away time in the way you have done so far - to my way of thinking, you could have got more out of Ms McGinnis in a well spent hour than you have in your entire cross-examination so far.  If you continue to fritter away the time then I am simply not going to grant you any further extension because there will be no sign that you are getting any more value or the court is getting any more value from your efforts at cross-examination.  So it is a question for you, Mr Albrecht, it is one you must ask yourself:  whether you can make good use of what time you have left.  But I can assure you you have got less time left - far less time left - than you have used  so far, and in all likelihood you have 1 hour to complete your cross-examination.”


The following morning, Thursday 2 March, the appellant sought a further adjournment, claiming to have a solicitor who could not attend the hearing that day.  The Magistrate did not accept that, with good reason.  The appellant also relied again on his alleged ill health.  The dialogue continued:


p306 transcript 2/3/95
“HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, I can only repeat what I said and I can’t see any reason on that basis to adjourn the proceedings today.  Lastly, Mr Albrecht, you said something about the time available.  Could you repeat that please, I didn’t make a note of it?

THE DEFENDANT:  With the discussions I have had, I cannot really do it justice in 1 hour.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, that may be true.  That is why on Tuesday I told you you would have something like 4 hours yesterday, which you had, plus perhaps a little more time which you have now - although you are eating away at it with these applications - and that is why I forewarned you on Tuesday.  It is why I [also] forewarned you halfway through yesterday afternoon - that time was rapidly running out because eventually a point is reached where through your own choice of tactics the time which this court can probably devote to the case - the time with which this court can put up with you abusing your right of cross-examination by using enormous amounts of time to no effect at all - that time must in the interests of justice be limited.

So it is not a question of whether 1 hour, or as it now is, 50 minutes, is adequate; the question: is was 5 hours adequate?  And my judgment was, on Tuesday night and still is, that 5 hours is more than ample for anybody who wished to traverse the field - it is twice as much time as one would need - assuming that nothing of great surprise turns up.  If you get some surprising answers, as I said to you yesterday, if you get them this morning, if lines of inquiry are opened up by your cross-examination that merit further time being devoted to them, I will give you that time.  But that hasn’t happened yet.  There is no sign of it happening - it could well happen, you have got what time there is this morning to do such thing.

But as at the time I first warned you that there would be a guillotine in effect applied, that you did not have all the time in the world - you have had oodles of time to traverse these fields and to discover whether you need more time.  The fact that you have wasted or used very inefficiently the time you have had to date gives me no reason so far to suggest that you need any more time.  In any event the seconds are ticking away.  So it is not a question of whether 1 hour is sufficient it is a question of whether 5 hours was sufficient or - I don’t know how long you have [had] altogether - 8, 9, 10 hours perhaps so far.

THE DEFENDANT:  You’re just stating then that - are you saying that I am inefficient at it and therefore that also adds to my case then, isn’t it, that I am not capable of doing the best that I ought to be capable of doing.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I don’t know what you are capable of because I don’t know that you have made the slightest effort efficiently to use your time; indeed, my judgment is you have not.  I regard that as a matter of your choice.  I have told you early, frequently and often, that you are wasting your time with such and such a line of cross-examination - you have continued to pursue that line, that has been your choice.  I am not - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  It has been the choice I have been advised to take.  I am only doing what I have been advised.

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, well, I will comment on that if you like, Mr Albrecht, but it is all cutting away from the time available to this case and to you.  Do you want to carry on this fruitless dispute or do you want to get - - -

THE DEFENDANT:  There is another matter too.  I believe there is a man present in court who knows the complainant and, if so, I would like him to inform the reason of his nature [sic, presence] here.

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, there is Mr Pryce in this court - he knows the complainant.

THE DEFENDANT:  No, the one in plain clothes.



HIS WORSHIP:  Do you know that gentleman, sergeant?

THE PROSECUTOR:  No, Your Worship.

HE DEFENDANT:  I would like to be informed whether he knows the complainant or her husband or has any dealings to do with them.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, that man is, as far as I can see, a citizen of this Territory.  If you wish speak to him you may, if he wishes to speak to you he may.  I don’t see that I can do anything properly to restrict the rights of someone who as far as I know is a citizen except to tell him as I have told others, if he is a witness in this case he shouldn’t be here during the hearing of the case.  If he is not, he is quite welcome to stay.  If you want to find out who he is and what he knows, ask him.  If he wants or wishes to tell you, he will.  If he doesn’t, that is his privilege.

THE DEFENDANT:  With the witness list I have been supplied, can they still add to that list or is that final?”

	I note that his Worship later put limits on the appellant’s cross-examination of Sergeant Payne, and explained why (transcript, p458).  Eventually he stopped that cross-examination on the basis that, despite his urging, the appellant had “wasted time on absolutely futile topics of total irrelevance (transcript, p481).  
	The Magistrate had a wide discretionary power to keep the appellant’s cross-examination within reasonable limits; in my opinion in the circumstances of this case his Worship’s various rulings and orders designed to attain that object were well within the proper exercise of that power.  In particular, I consider that the appellant’s failure to cross-examine Ms McGinnis on the events of 29 December 1994, was entirely attributable to his own contumacious conduct as indicated by the extracts.  A similar explanation accounts for his not cross-examining Sergeant Payne on the question of the clothing he was wearing when arrested, and for his not pursuing further his cross-examination of that witness on alleged inconsistencies between his evidence and that of Constable Bosshard.
	I should say that throughout the hearing his Worship was at pains to explain matters to the appellant, displaying rare patience in doing so.  On occasions he assisted him with his cross-examination; see for example pp538-9.  
	There is no substance in ground of appeal (iii) on p123.
	(E)	Denial of an opportunity to the appellant to
		present his defence
	The appellant also attacked his conviction on this basis.  It is desirable to trace through the transcript precisely what occurred.
	His Worship explained the significance of a “case to answer” to the appellant, at transcript pp524-5.  The appellant then sought to have Ms McGinnis recalled for further cross-examination, said to be directed to the crucial events of 29 December 1994.  His Worship gave his preliminary response at transcript p526:
“HIS WORSHIP:  ... I’ll think about it but I wouldn’t be too optimistic if I were you, Mr Albrecht, because on the last occasion I warned you again and again and again to get to the events of 29 December because your time was running out and you absolutely, resolutely, obstinately, declined those invitations and that guidance - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I - - -

HIS WORSHIP: --- and you spent hours and hours and hours of the court’s time, of [the prosecutor’s] time, and of your own time, pursuing irrelevant, stupid and worthless matters for reasons which escape me, and [will] escape anybody else who will read the transcript.   And I have no reason to believe that, given another opportunity, you would do anything else, because you were given ... four separate opportunities to get down to the things that matter, the central issues in this case.  And I explained them again and again - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Well - - -

HIS WORSHIP:   - - - and you had so many opportunities, Mr Albrecht, and you did not miss them, you spurned them.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well given the nature that was the earlier proceedings and I guess as I said I have to learn as I go along, it’s still with difficulty and - - -

HIS WORSHIP: Mr Albrecht - - -

MR ALBRECHT:   - - - given the nature, but I can assure you I do wish to put matters on that 29th - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  And if they are not - - -

HIS WORSHIP:   - - - it’s not a matter of learning as you go along; it’s a matter of listening to what you’re told; and you did listen and you refused to take the opportunity you’ve had.  So, that’s my feeling today.  Whether I’ll feel the same way tomorrow remains to be seen.  And my feeling is exactly the same in relation to [the further cross-examination of] Sergeant Payne at the moment.”

Next day his Worship refused to have either Ms McGinnis or Sergeant Payne recalled by the prosecution.  The appellant persisted in his application to cross-examine them further and the following ensued at transcript p531:
“HIS WORSHIP: ... all I can say is that on I think three perhaps four occasions I urged you to direct some of your attention to such matters [as the events of 29 December 1994], and you declined to do so.

MR ALBRECHT:  I did not decline, I was just trying to complete what I thought at that time was relevant to the thing; and I intend to, and still will want to, go over those matters on that day, and I believe I should be given a fair chance to [do that].

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I don’t know what you consider a fair chance, Mr Albrecht, but the first indication as I recall it that time might be limited, was on the second day of the hearing or the first. I think the second day of the hearing,  that is on Tuesday 28 February.  Page 154 of the transcript and thereabouts; on 28 February you were told there would be a limit on the time.  You then had some hours of cross-examination on the Wednesday during which you declined throughout that time, made the choice not to treat of those matters [of 29 December]; and having received far more explicit warning I think during the course of that day, and certainly at the end of that day, you once again used up your last few minutes of cross-examination on the Thursday - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  I believe there was some other prior things that I had to show the differences of, where she had changed her mind on the previous transcript which is what you also led - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, Mr Albrecht, that’s what I’m saying to you Mr Albrecht, you were given clearly to understand that you had choices to make - you made your choices.  Fine, you’re stuck with them.

MR ALBRECHT:  I believe I should be able to do - have the chance on those both parts, to put that part plus the part on the 29th.

HIS WORSHIP:  I don’t doubt your belief, Mr Albrecht.

Yes, Sergeant Price, who’s next with us?

MR ALBRECHT:  And I also ask - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  No, Mr Albrecht.”

	In due course his Worship held that the appellant had a “case to answer”, and expressed his reasons therefor at transcript p556:
“HIS WORSHIP:  ... there’s evidence which taken at its highest would satisfy a jury that you intended by frequenting or loitering about the radio station and the police station to cause apprehension or fear to Ms McGinnis.  And I’ll tell you what the evidence is, loosely speaking, although this is just a summary.  First, in relation to your being at the college it’s Ms McGinnis’ evidence and nothing else; but if a jury accepted that evidence a jury could be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that you were there, and taking into account various matters, could be satisfied that by being there you intended to cause apprehension or fear.  Secondly, there’s evidence from Payne and Bosshard as to your being at and around the Police Station; and if the jury accepted either or both of those police officers’ evidence then they could be satisfied that you were there.  Once again going back to McGinnis’ evidence and various other evidence from police officers, they might be satisfied that she frequented the police station.

So that would between them make up the two occasions.  And thirdly, the jury could be satisfied, once again on McGinnis’ evidence as to her various dealings with [you] over the years: first, that she had been frightened by you before; secondly, that she had made that fear well known to you.  She and others had made that fear well known to you, including by virtue of the conditions of bail placed upon you; and the jury could conclude and infer that you were well aware that any approach by you is likely to frighten her; could conclude [that].  That’s the way it’s put; if they take the evidence at its highest.  Consequently, it seems to me that there is some evidence to support all the necessary elements of the offence and as far as I can see there is a case to answer.”

	His Worship then explained to the appellant how matters stood and sought to ascertain whether he would be going into evidence; at transcript p557-8:
“HIS WORSHIP: ... you are now in the position where you have a charge that it is sufficiently supported by the evidence to require defending; that is to say, you may now, if you wish to, call evidence in your own defence or you may not.  You may wish to argue the case simply on the prosecution evidence - to say that I should not be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt, for various reasons.  What I would ask you to do before lunch, Mr Albrecht, is to let me know what you are going to do in your defence.  Do you propose to give evidence yourself, do you propose to call other witnesses?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I guess, propose to lob(?) those two prosecution witnesses, which I’m not finished [with] and given the nature of - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Yes, Mr Albrecht, it’s an easy question to answer; do you propose to give evidence?

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I guess I propose to - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  On your own behalf.

MR ALBRECHT:  I propose to get legal advice and I believe that would be the intention, yes. 

HIS WORSHIP:  Do you propose to call any other witnesses?

MR ALBRECHT:  In my defence?

HIS WORSHIP:  In your defence.

MR ALBRECHT: Yes, I would have several I would say, yes.”

	His Worship then sought to have these witnesses identified and asked the appellant to open the defence case.  The appellant rightly refused; later, his Worship accepted this refusal.  It is not necessary for a defendant to outline to the Court the matters in the prosecution case which he disputes, or the defence which he will seek to establish, the number of witnesses he proposes to call, or the matters to which their evidence will be directed.  Sometimes it is beneficial for a defendant to do so.  But it is for him to decide.  With rare exceptions, a defendant should testify before calling any of his witnesses.  His failure to do so may result in his evidence being viewed adversely; but he cannot be precluded from testifying simply because he did not give his evidence first.  See generally E. Griew: “The Order of Defence Evidence” [1969] Crim L.R. 347.  
	The appellant indicated that his witnesses’ evidence would be “mainly concerning those times on that day”, a reference to 29 December 1994.  The appellant said at transcript p561: 
“I can show, I guess, yeah, that I was not at certain places, I believe, and also I have no knowledge to where she was except other places.”

Having been thus informed that the defence would be, at least in part, an alibi, his Worship then said that the appellant should disclose the names of his alibi witnesses and the evidence which they would give.  The appellant said that one witness was his mother.  
	A defendant in summary proceedings relying on an alibi is not required to give notice of it; however, if he does not do so, the prosecution will usually be allowed to introduce rebutting evidence.  I note that an unrepresented defendant may well not be aware that suggestions he has put in cross-examination, which are denied by the witness, are not in evidence; in such a case the Magistrate is obliged to inform him of the correct position, so that he may make a realistic choice as to whether to go into evidence.  It is clear, however, that the appellant was well aware of this, by this time.
	Dialogue continued for some time until transcript pp571-4:
“HIS WORSHIP	:  ...  The situation as regards your alibi evidence is a serious one and I can only tell you Mr Albrecht that to the extent that evidence may exist you are weakening the force of that alibi evidence by refusing to disclose it.  You are making it, as it were, more likely in my mind that any alibi evidence that doesn’t [sic, does] emerge may be a concoction between you and whoever the witnesses are.  We’ll have to wait and see about that.  But the longer you keep it a secret the less faith I’m likely to have in those witnesses.  But that’s your - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  As I said I can give those names to you but - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  As regards the other matters it seems to me that you may or may not have some witnesses who can and may be willing to give some evidence on some relevant point.  You’ve obviously [also] got in mind some witnesses who don’t have any relevant evidence.  We’ll deal with them as they’re called one by one.  Now, Mr Albrecht, will you commence your evidence please by moving to the witness box.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I wish to ask you some things on that first, that are not clear to me.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I’ve said what I can say in general terms, which is the only terms which you will permit [me] to speak in, because you won’t give me any concrete examples to work with.

MR ALBRECHT:  Well, I’m not sure exactly the frame that you want.  Perhaps if you could help me out a little here - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  I don’t want any framework, Mr Albrecht.  What I want is to move this case along.  You’re the one who’s got a case to put together; and since you’re not willing to tell me what is in that case I cannot give you the faintest idea whether your blue print for that case is practical, or whether it is simply impossible to be satisfied.  That’s your bad luck, and that’s your responsibility, Mr Albrecht.  If you wish to give evidence the time is now.

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I wish to ask you first on those things; and secondly, given the nature, I do need some other legal advice on that matter, as I’ve had to take it on part in between.  So I want to be full prepared.  And secondly on my side, when I give evidence I wish perhaps to have a legal representative here to ensure or safeguard various things - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I call upon you to make your defence to this charge.  Do you wish to give evidence in defence of the charge?  Do you wish to call any other witnesses?  If so - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  Due to all the nature of the past -- - 

HIS WORSHIP:  If you wish to give evidence yourself I would - - -

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I object to that.  Given the nature - - -

HIS WORSHIP  I order that you now conduct your defence.

MR ALBRECHT:  Due to the nature of what’s happened in the past too, I need a little break in between for [sic, before] doing that, okay.  I mean I’ve been going now for quite a while and there’s a lot of other affairs to attend to, due to what’s happened to me in the last few weeks.  I mean this causes considerable stress as it is, just to be able to try to lead your usual life in a sense - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, I’ll say this for the last time.  This is your opportunity, Mr Albrecht, to run the defence case.  This, at this moment, is your opportunity.  If you wish to give evidence yourself, you should go to the witness box now.  If you do not wish to give evidence yourself, and you wish to call other witnesses, you should call your first witness now.  If you do neither of those two things now, I will assume that the defence case is closed without calling any evidence; and I will call Sergeant Pryce to address me on the evidence as to whether I should find you guilty or not guilty as charged.  Do you understand?

MR ALBRECHT:  No, I don’t understand that.  All I’m asking is - - -

HIS WORSHIP:  Well, I’ll explain it to you for one last time, Mr Albrecht.  You’ve got three choices.  If you’re proposing to give evidence you go to the witness box now, and you give it.  If you’re proposing not to give evidence yourself, but to call other witnesses, you call the first of those witnesses now.

MR ALBRECHT:  I cannot get those witnesses here right now, can I, it’s not possible.

HIS WORSHIP:  And if you’re proposing not to give evidence and not to call any other witnesses, or if you decline to do either of those two things, then I will regard you as having exercised your options - which is perfectly ordinary thing to do, not to give any evidence in the defence case - and I will consider the evidence in this case complete; and I will ask Sergeant Pryce to address.

MR ALBRECHT;  I repeat.  I am unable to get some of the witnesses here now; the particular ones that I want.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, if you are giving evidence in your own case you must be the first witness.  If you’re seeking an adjournment as Sergeant Pryce did before lunch to arrange the attendance of the witnesses, then you will certainly have that adjournment.  I will give you half an hour.  I’ll give you three-quarters of an hour.  But I’ll tell you this, Mr Albrecht, if I adjourn now to enable you to get witnesses I regard you as having irrevocably waived your right to give evidence.  What I’m saying to you is this, that if you’re going to give evidence in this case, now and no later is the time to start giving that evidence.

MR ALBRECHT:  Why do I have go to first?  I understood that I was not necessarily obliged to go first.”

The appellant was perfectly correct about that; see p134.  The dialogue continued:
“HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, are you going to give evidence in this case?

MR ALBRECHT:  I believe I may, but I wish to then have legal advice on these matters.

HIS WORSHIP:  That wish is not going to be fulfilled.

MR ALBRECHT:  And the other thing, too, to the addressing, is to recall Payne and the complainant.  That has not been completed.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, you can either go to the witness box now, or you can tell me which witness you wish to call, not being yourself, and why that person is not here now.  If you’re not in that witness box in about 15 seconds time I shall regard you as having waived your right to give evidence.

MR ALBRECHT:  That would be unfair.  I object to that.  There are some things I have to go through with, and given the nature of what’s happened in the past, okay, there are still a few things I have to sort out within my own evidence.  And its just enough to try and prepare for this prosecution witness, given the nature that I’ve only just come out from custody.

HIS WORSHIP:  Mr Albrecht, which witness apart from yourself do you wish to call please?  Will you call your witness, Mr Albrecht?

MR ALBRECHT:  I told you I wish to have legal advice on certain matters first and then I can clarify this collateral thing then, and sort that out.”

Faced with repeated insistence by the appellant that he still wanted the prosecution witnesses Ms McGinnis and Sergeant Payne re-called for further cross-examination, and his refusal to either testify himself or indicate the time he needed to call his first witness, his Worship clearly concluded that the appellant was once again prevaricating, with his reference to taking legal advice, and was in effect defying his earlier rulings and declining to proceed to obey his direction to embark upon his case.  His Worship treated the defendant as completely defiant, obdurately insistent on having his own way, and declining to avail himself of the opportunity afforded him to present his case until he had achieved his ends.  I consider his Worship correctly appreciated the situation, as disclosed by the various extracts from the proceedings, and it cannot be said that he denied the appellant a reasonable opportunity to present his case.
	In the result none of the various grounds of appeal against conviction are sustained; the appeal against conviction is dismissed, and the conviction affirmed.  I turn to the appeal against sentence.

	(F)	The appeal against sentence
	I will not deal with this at any length.  Mr Georgiou’s submissions (pp64-68) were directed to both appeals.  The respondent rightly conceded that in light of the factual error at p99 the appeal must succeed, and the appellant must be re-sentenced.  I bear in mind all the matters which were considered on the appeal against sentence in Appeal No.28 of 1995 (pp63-71).  On the whole, I consider that a similar disposition should be made as in that appeal against sentence.  Accordingly on 25 March the appeal against sentence was allowed, and the sentence quashed; in lieu thereof the appellant was sentenced to three months imprisonment; it was directed that he be released without serving any part of that sentence provided he gave security within 14 days of 25 March 1996 (that is, by 8 April 1996) at the courthouse in Alice Springs by entering into his own recognizance in the sum of $2000 that he would be of good behaviour for a period of two years and that he would during the whole of that period comply with the following three conditions, namely:
	(1)  that he subject himself to the supervision of a probation officer appointed by the Director of Correctional Services;
	(2)  that he will obey all the reasonable directions of that probation officer, including directions requiring him to attend for medical, psychological and psychiatric examinations, treatment, counselling and advice; and 
	(3)  that he neither approach nor contact directly or indirectly Mrs Joanne McGinnis nor come within 100 metres of the premises in which she currently resides.
	These are the reasons for the decision and orders made on 25 March 1996.

______________________


